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Abstract

Conventional recommender systems tend to mainly focus on recommendation ac-
curacy and are generally optimized to achieve the maximum predicted recommen-
dation relevance. However, as many researchers now noticed, accuracy merely
captures a fraction of the recommender system’s performance, and ignoring other
aspects of the recommendations, such as diversity and novelty, can hinder the overall
quality and usability of the recommender systems. This issue, often named as the
"accuracy overloading problem" (Zhao and Lee 2016), becomes more complicated in
the domain of scientific explorations, where recommender systems can theoretically
provide a sensible leap into the realm of unknown. However, different projects and
researchers may have different opinions on what types of leap are desirable, and
how big of a leap is acceptable. Hence, recommender systems used for scientific
explorations must explicitly incorporate the beyond-accuracy objectives and carefully
fine-tune the balance between recommendation accuracy and these objectives with
the support of reasonable evaluation metrics.

To resolve the "accuracy overloading" problem (Zhao and Lee 2016) and design a
suitable recommender system for scientific explorations, this paper introduces a
top-K dual-objective recommender system framework that optimizes both recommen-
dation relevance and beyond-accuracy qualities simultaneously. And to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed framework and compare its difference from a
traditional accuracy-focused recommender system, the dual-objective recommender
system is then implemented to recommend chemical reactions with high serendipity
values for the Dark Reactions Project. After several offline experiments for validation
and live experiments for testing, the proposed recommender system is proven to be a
significant improvement over the traditional accuracy-focused recommender system,
raising recommendation serendipity from nearly 0 to 0.33 and recommendation
accuracy from 30% to 70% at the same time.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Overview of Recommender Systems

In today’s world, we are often flooded by the amount of information we receive every
day. And there’s never been a more challenging time like this to make a decision.
What movie should I watch? What book should I read? Which city council candidate
should I vote for?

We often rely on others’ recommendations to make a decision, whether they are right
or wrong. We would read the newspaper, listen to the radio, or ask a local. However,
these traditional methods of getting recommendations are extremely limited in terms
of both item coverage and user coverage. Furthermore, given that the traditional
methods are usually subjective, it is inevitable for the user to get an inaccurate
recommendation, leading to unwanted, costly mistakes. With the development of
modern computers, more and more researchers strive to break the barriers of those
limitations by creating a reliable recommender system.

Recommender system, as the name suggested, is a computer-based system that ranks
a specific domain or range of items and pick a finite set of them to recommend
to users (Ekstrand et al. 2011). And they are now everywhere in our daily lives.
E-commerce companies like Amazon use recommender systems to provide you a list
of items that other customers also bought along with what you just purchased. Social
medias like Facebook use recommender systems to give you a list of people you may
know. Streaming services like Netflix and YouTube use recommender systems to fill
their front pages with videos that you may be interested in. The list goes on and
on.
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Many people may believe that this is a brand-new idea, but just like machine learning,
recommender systems have been an existing notion tucked under other disciplines
for decades. The general objective of a recommender system is to provide feasible
and safe recommendations that are able to maximize the satisfaction of a group
of users, a notion often quantified as utility. Hence, the fundamental problem for
recommender systems has always been utility maximization and risk evaluation, a
topic that economists have studied for decades (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). The
same problem was then introduced in the framework of information retrieval, which
became the recommender system we know today (Ekstrand et al. 2011).

The first prototype of a computer-based recommender was a digital librarian named
“Grundy” created in 1979 (Rich 1979; Ekstrand et al. 2011). Limited by the technol-
ogy of its time, “Grundy” was a hard-coded system that provides recommendations
based on some stereotypical understanding of what different groups of people may
like. It wasn’t as smart or as accurate as many people wanted, but it was the
ground-breaking step into the realm of recommender systems. In 1992, the first
recommender system recognized by the industry, Tapestry, was developed as an
email filter to deal with the increasing number of spams and junk mails back in the
days (Goldberg et al. 1992). It was the first to introduce the idea of collaborative
filtering: a method that incorporates the idea of tagging and ranks the items by their
relevance to each user (Goldberg et al. 1992; Koren et al. 2009). With the dot-com
boom and the rise of e-commerce years later, companies such as Amazon started to
follow the trend of collaborative filtering with a variety of modifications.

In 2006, recommender systems reached another height with the launch of Netflix’s 1-
million-dollar contest. To win the contest, one needs to create a recommender system
that can beat Netflix’s existing system’s performance by at least 10% (Ekstrand et al.
2011; Koren et al. 2009). With a large dataset publicly available for the very first
time, the contest drew more than 48,000 participants, consists of both professionals
in the industry and hobbyists (Ekstrand et al. 2011).

Nowadays, recommender systems have shown countless number of promising results
in many different industries and domains. However, in some specific areas of study,
the traditional recommender system algorithms start to show their inherent flaws.
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1.2 Motivation

The conventional focus towards recommender systems has always been optimizing
the model’s accuracy of recommending a set of existing items (Kaminskas and Bridge
2016). However, unlike most machine learning models, offline accuracy without
real-time test data is often an imperfect measurement of a recommender system’s
overall quality, such as diversity and novelty. As many have noticed, accuracy-
focused recommender systems would provide a list of similar items, which are not a
good fit for most people’s need of variety and novelty today (Kaminskas and Bridge
2016; Zhao and Lee 2016). This is often called the "accuracy overloading problem"
(Zhao and Lee 2016).

The issue of "accuracy overloading" (Zhao and Lee 2016) becomes more complicated
in the setting of scientific explorations and discoveries. For many scientists and
researchers, the motivation has always been looking for something functional but
also new and exciting. Yet just like the actual universe, the realm of explorations is
often vast, and most of it is void and dark. The conventional approach of trial-and-
error is no longer effective. Hence, recommender systems can be of great help to
provide a "leap" into the unknown space efficiently. However, the optimal size of
such "leap", whether it is how much more diverse or novel the recommendations
are than the existing items, can be tricky to pinpoint. On the one hand, over-
weighing the recommendation accuracy will force the "leap" to be small, making the
recommendations too similar to what one may have found already. On the other
hand, focusing too much on other aspects such as diversity and novelty does yield
a huge "leap", and it is guaranteed to recommend something one has never seen
before. Unfortunately, this may require the sacrifices of recommendations’ accuracy
and their success probabilities. Therefore, the main motivation here is to design
a recommender system for scientific exploration purposes, a system that can
balance between the accuracy and other qualities of the recommendations,
such as diversity and novelty.

1.3 Related Works

Today, most of the implemented recommender systems can be categorized into
three groups: content-based filtering recommender system, collaborative filtering
recommender system, and hybrid filtering recommender system, which is generally
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a combination of the previous two. Content-based filtering recommender systems
provides recommendations based on the relevance between an item and a user’s past
behavior, and in most cases this type of recommender systems are based on k-nearest
neighbor algorithm, linear regression, or logistic regression (Ortega et al. 2013).
Content-based filtering recommender systems are often used by social networks
and music services, but their popularity has been declining over time (Ortega et al.
2013).

Collaborative filtering recommender systems provides recommendations by predict-
ing each user’s preference from analyzing the preferences and behavior patterns of
other users (Ekstrand et al. 2011). This type of recommender systems can be further
broken down into two categories based on how the items ratings are predicted.
Neighborhood based models generally use k-nearest neighbors algorithm to create
a neighborhood for either a user or an item, and predict the item ratings based on
the similarities within this neighborhood. Latent-factor based models, on the other
hand, characterize each user and item into their latent space representation on a
finite number of factors, and predict the ratings based on the information learned in
the latent space (Ekstrand et al. 2011). The majority of latent-factor based models,
such as the Netflix recommender system, utilize the same popular technique called
matrix factorization, which is a method that approximates the rating matrix as a
product between a user matrix and an item matrix, both with smaller dimensions
(Ekstrand et al. 2011).

Although the recommender systems mentioned above have been showing promis-
ing performances, they often suffer from what is called the "accuracy overloading
problem" (Zhao and Lee 2016). As most recommender systems are optimized for
providing accurate recommendations, they tend to recommend similar items to
what the users liked in the past and ignore other beyond-accuracy recommendation
qualities (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). Over the course of the past two decades,
researchers were able to identify four major beyond-accuracy qualities/objectives:
diversity, novelty, serendipity, and coverage (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). Diver-
sity focuses on the dissimilarity among all recommendations; novelty measures
how new the recommendations are compared to other previously accessed/rated
items; serendipity is a stricter type of novelty that requires recommendations to
have the element of surprise; and finally, coverage keeps track of the number of
users covered by an item or the number of items covered by a user (Kaminskas
and Bridge 2016). With these beyond-accuracy objectives established, the top-K
recommendation problem can now be transformed into a constraint optimization
framework, where both recommendation accuracy and beyond-accuracy objectives
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are optimized simultaneously (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). The solutions to the
constraint optimization problem can then be well approximated using a greedy
algorithm, which successively picks an unvisited item that achieves the highest
weighted sum of accuracy and beyond-accuracy objectives for K times (Kaminskas
and Bridge 2016).

As the demands for different, personalized recommendations, especially novel rec-
ommendations, evolves drastically over time, the basic formulations of the beyond-
accuracy objectives are not sufficient to provide satisfying recommendations any-
more. Hence, many researchers begin to look for more complicated approaches
to deliver better recommendations. One team of researchers decided to stick with
existing items as candidates and proposed a probabilistic curiosity model to better
adjust the novelty level of the recommendations to each user’s preference (Zhao and
Lee 2016). Using the idea of Wundt curve in Psychology, these researchers were
able to capture each user’s curiosity as a beta distribution of the stimulus he/she
receives when rating/accessing various items (Zhao and Lee 2016). As seen from
their experiments, curiosity based recommender systems performed better at both
recommendation accuracy and novelty than the conventional recommender systems
(Zhao and Lee 2016).

Another team of researchers took on another approach and decided to increase
recommendation novelty by simply creating new items that the users may like
instead of searching within all existing items (Vo and Soh 2018). This generative
model consists of three main components: encoders to transform each user and
item into its latent space representation, a constraint optimization framework to
search for recommendations in the latent space, and a decoder to reconstruct the
latent-space items into actual items in real life (Vo and Soh 2018). With their own
synthesized data, the generative recommender system was able to provide novel and
accurate recommendations close to ideal (Vo and Soh 2018). And with several other
datasets that involve artworks and movies, the recommender system was able to
create new paintings and movies that appear to be promising (Vo and Soh 2018).

Nonetheless, the recommendation algorithms can only be a part of recommender
systems. Without proper evaluation metrics, without knowing what recommenda-
tions are actually good recommendations, it is impossible for recommender systems
to function and improve. Currently, many of the existing evaluations metrics are
either self-validating, extremely complicated, or unable to eliminate item depen-
dencies (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Recently, a team of researchers proposed a
new preference-based evaluation metrics for recommendation diversity and novelty
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that requires few parameters and is able to take item dependencies into account
(Chandar and Carterette 2013). On a high level, this preference-based evaluation
metric utilizes the idea of expected utility of each user to represent recommendation
diversity and novelty, and the utility of each recommendation is conditionally de-
pendent on the previous recommendations (Chandar and Carterette 2013). After
several comparisons against the traditional diversity and novelty evaluation metrics,
this newly proposed evaluation metric was shown to have a strong correlation with
the traditional ones, meaning that it is a simple yet effective alternative to capture
the diversity and novelty of recommendations (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

1.4 Problem Statement

As discussed in the previous sections, scientific exploration related projects require
recommendations that are diverse, novel and accurate at the same time. Using the
same idea as the presented literature above, a recommender systems used for scien-
tific explorations can be implemented as a dual-objective recommender system based
on a constraint optimization framework that promotes recommendation accuracy
and beyond-accuracy objectives simultaneously. In other words, the task for the rec-
ommender systems is to maximize the total weighted sum of each recommendation’s
accuracy and some desired beyond-accuracy objectives, and the trade-off between
accuracy and other objectives is controlled by a weight parameter α ∈ [0, 1].

In the following sections of this paper, ideas and results represented above will be
further explained in details. But first, it is crucial to understand some the basic
mechanisms of recommender systems.
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2
Background

2.1 Types of Recommender Systems

It’s been almost 30 years since the creation of the first recommender system. How-
ever, the industry is still relying on three fundamental methods to provide recom-
mendations: content-based filtering (CB), collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid
filtering, which is generally a combination of both CB and CF approaches (Ortega
et al. 2013).

2.1.1 Content Filtering

Content-based filtering (CB) is a filtering method that provides recommendations
based on the relevance between an item and a user’s past behavior (Ortega et al.
2013). This type of recommender systems requires one to first define p-many features
before featurizing both the items and the users. For items, one needs to map each
item to a vector xi ∈ Rp given the defined features. For users, one need to create
a profile for each existing user to represent their preferences. The recommender
system then determines whether an item fits a user’s preference or not, a problem
usually solved by the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, linear regression, or logistic
regression (Ortega et al. 2013).

Content-based filtering is often used by social networks and music services (Ortega
et al. 2013). One successful example of this approach is the Music Genome Project,
which is then used by Pandora.com (Koren et al. 2009). A trained professional scores
each song in the project based on hundreds of different attributes, which is then
used to match a user’s music preference. If a user listens to Mozart very often, the
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recommender system will try to learn the preferences of this user given this behavior,
such as classical, 18th century, and famous composer, and then recommend similar
artists such as Beethoven and Chopin.

As one can see from the example, there are several drawbacks of the content-
based filtering approach. First of all, this recommendation quality of this approach
relies heavily on featurization, which can be costly, time-consuming, and inaccurate
(Ortega et al. 2013; Koren et al. 2009). It is often impossible to generate and
evaluate certain features of certain items. Secondly, content-based filtering tends
to recommend the nearest or the most similar items, which often contradicts users’
desire to find new, unseen items (Ortega et al. 2013; Koren et al. 2009).

Given the apparent weakness of the content-based filtering approach, people often
directly opt for or combine content-based filtering with collaborative filtering.

2.1.2 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a recommendation algorithm that predicts each user’s
preference and provides recommendations by analyzing the preferences and behav-
iors of all other available users (Ekstrand et al. 2011). It utilizes the information
and behavior patterns learned from other similar users to approximate the item
preferences of a specific user (Ekstrand et al. 2011). For example, in the setting of
music recommendation, if a user listens to Mozart very often, a CF recommender
system may then recommend Beethoven to this user because other similar users,
who also frequently listen to Mozart, like Beethoven as well.

Collaborative filtering recommender systems rely heavily on each user’s preference
of each item, which can be represented as ru,xi , a user u’s rating of an item xi in
the set of all item I (Ekstrand et al. 2011). This rating can be binary (seen or not
seen), discrete (on a scale of 1 to 5 stars), or continuous (Ekstrand et al. 2011).
With the collected user preferences, the recommender system will first predict each
user’s rating of all items, and then use those predictions to provide recommendations
(Ekstrand et al. 2011). For a top-K recommendation problem, the recommender
system picks its recommendation for each user by selecting the K items with the
highest predicted ratings.
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There are essentially two types of algorithms to generate the rating predictions:
neighborhood algorithms and latent-factor algorithms (Koren et al. 2009). Neigh-
borhood algorithms generally use k-nearest neighbors (kNN) method to create a
neighborhood for either a user or an item, and predict based on the similarities
within this neighborhood, either between users or between items. Hence, neighbor-
hood CF algorithms can be further categorized into user-user collaborative filtering
and item-item collaborative filtering (Ekstrand et al. 2011).

User-user Collaborative Filtering

User-user collaborative filtering algorithm first has to generate a neighborhood using
kNN algorithm for a specific user whenever predictions or recommendations are
needed (Ekstrand et al. 2011). It then predicts the user’s preference by combining
this user’s average ratings r̄u in history with the rating behavior similarities between
this user and all other users in the neighborhood (Ekstrand et al. 2011). This user-
user similarity can be computed by using either Person correlation, Jaccard similarity,
or cosine similarity between the ratings of one user and another (Ekstrand et al.
2011). The example provided in the first paragraph of this section is a recommender
system using user-user collaborative filtering algorithm.

User-user CF is generally used when the user base is small, since it needs to find
new neighborhoods every time predictions or recommendations are needed. Hence,
as the number of user increases, the complexity of the algorithm shoots up as the
complexity of searching for the neighbors of each user increases (Ekstrand et al.
2011).

Item-item Collaborative Filtering

Item-item collaborative filtering shares a similar structure with user-user collabora-
tive filtering algorithm: it first creates a neighborhood of k similar items for an item
xi, and then it predict user u’s preference of item xi by computing the average of
ru,xj , user u’s rating of an item xj in the neighborhood, weighted by xj ’s similarity
to item xi (Ekstrand et al. 2011). Similar to user-user CF, this item-item similarity
can be computed by using either cosine similarity or Person correlation between
the ratings of one item and another across the entire user base, U (Ekstrand et al.
2011).
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However, the key difference here is that instead of searching for neighbors on the
spot, item-item CF pre-computes item-item similarities and stores it so that picking
k-nearest neighbors can be considered as a constant-time operation when predictions
or recommendations are needed (Ekstrand et al. 2011). This is only possible under
the assumption that item-item similarities are unlikely to shift drastically due to a
change in one user’s rating on one item when there is a significant number of users,
which is why item-item CF is more commonly used in large user base settings, such
as e-commerce sites (Ekstrand et al. 2011).

As straightforward as they seem to be, neighborhood algorithms are not perfect. The
biggest issue that neighborhood algorithms suffer from is high dimensions. If each
rating ru,xi is represented as an entry of a rating matrix, the dimension of this rating
matrix RT is |U | × |I|, where U is the user base and I is the set of all items. In a
realistic setting, the dimension of RT is too high to make neighborhood algorithms
feasible when time is limited. Furthermore, some dimensions of this rating matrix
are redundant (Ekstrand et al. 2011). For example, in the music recommendation
setting, if a user likes Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, etc., one can then profile the user
as a classical music lover instead of someone who likes each composer individually.
Thus the dimension of a user vector can be significantly decreased by grouping
similar items. Similarly, an item’s dimension can be reduced by grouping users who
like similar items (Ekstrand et al. 2011).

Latent-factor collaborative filtering algorithm, derived from latent semantic analysis
used in information retrieval, is then developed to effectively reduce the high
dimensions of the user-item-rating vector space by characterizing both users and
items on a finite number of factors found in the historical rating patterns (Koren
et al. 2009). As seen from the previous example, a user can now be represented
as a classical lover instead of a vector of item ratings, while "Clair de Lune" can be
represented as a piece of classical music rather than a vector of ratings from each
user.

The utilization of latent space significantly decreases the dimension of user-item-
rating vector space, which will subsequently decrease the time and space complexity
of collaborative filtering algorithm (Ekstrand et al. 2011). Seeing the obvious
advantage, companies soon started to build their recommender systems using latent-
factor algorithms. And the most successful models are mainly based on the same
technique called matrix factorization (Koren et al. 2009).
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Matrix Factorization

Matrix factorization draws its idea from singular value decomposition (SVD), and the
intuition is straightforward: given a rating matrix RT ∈ Rm×n, we can decompose
it into the product of two other smaller matrix, U ∈ Rm×l and V ∈ Rn×l, that
characterize users and items individually, with l much smaller than both m and
n. In other words, it is possible to represent ratings as some form of user-item
interactions, e.g., the dot product between the latent vectors of user u and item xi

(Koren et al. 2009). One of the biggest advantages of this approach is that instead
of creating/storing m × n entries, it only requires (m + n) × l entries to provide
recommendations. This significantly reduces the time and space complexity of the
recommendation algorithm as there are fewer things to learn and store.

The main task for matrix factorization models is then to find the matrix U and V
that well approximate the true rating matrix, i.e., RT ≈ UV T . With OBS being
the set of user-item pairs that has a rating, the most basic form of this task can be
formulated into a squared-error loss function L minimization problem, written as
(Koren et al. 2009):

min
U,V

L =
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
(ru,xi − Uu · V T

i )2 + λ
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
(||Uu||2 + ||Vi||2) (2.1)

where Uu ∈ R1×l is the latent vector representing user u, Vi ∈ R1×l is the latent
vector representing item xi, and λ is the regularization term to prevent overfitting.
In this formula, we are using L-2 norm of the latent vector for regularization, shown
in the formula as ||Uu||2 and ||Vi||2.

There are many variations of this formula used in different matrix factorization
models, some much more complicated than the others. One of the most common
variations is adding bias components to rating predictions. Instead of just using
user-item interaction to represent ratings, bias terms effectively break ratings down
to four components: the global average of all observed ratings, µ, item-specific
rating bias against the global average, bxi , user-specific rating bias against the global
average, bu, and the user-item interaction term (Koren et al. 2009). For example, in
a music recommendation setting, the global average rating of all the songs may be 6
out of 10. "Clair de Lune" is a well-known classic, so people tend to rate it 0.5 higher
on average, which represents the item bias term bxi . At the same time, a critical user
u tends to rate things 0.2 points lower on average, which represents the user bias
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term bu. Hence, the overall rating of "Clair de Lune" by this user u should be around
6 + 0.5− 0.2 = 6.3 plus some user-item interaction points.

With the introduction of bias terms, the problem now becomes (Koren et al. 2009):

min
U,V,b∗

L =
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
[ru,xi − (µ+ bu + bxi + Uu · V T

i )]2

+ λ
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
(||Uu||2 + ||Vi||2 + b2

u + b2
xi

)
(2.2)

where b∗ means all the bias terms to be learned.

As seen in many other loss function minimization literature, there are two effective
ways to solve this problem. The most popular approach is stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), a method that minimizes loss by going in the opposite direction of
the gradient one small step at a time. One can visualize this process as walking
down a hill from the top: each time we are taking a small step towards the direction
that the altitude decreases the most, and repeat the process until we reach the foot
of the hill. To formalize this process using equation 2.2, for each iteration, update
the parameters one observed rating at a time in the following way (Koren et al.
2009):

Uu ← Uu + 2α(eu,xi · Vi − λUu) Vi ← Vi + 2α(eu,xi · Uu − λVi)

bu ← bu + 2α(eu,xi − λbu) bxi ← bxi + 2α(eu,xi − λbxi)
(2.3)

where eu,xi = ru,xi − (µ + bu + bxi + Uu · V T
i ) is the prediction error, and α is the

learning rate, i.e., how fast the algorithm should descend along the gradient.

Another effective approach to solve this problem is using alternating least squares
(Koren et al. 2009). Traditionally, a minimization problem can be solved by taking
the first order derivatives of the objective function, which in this case is the loss
function, with respect to all unknown parameters, which in this case are Uu, Vi, and
b∗. The optimal values of these parameters can then be backed out by making each
derivative equal to zero. However, the traditional approach requires the objective
function to be convex, whereas in this case, the objective function is not convex with
both Uu and Vi being unknown. To deal with this issue, alternating least squares
method transforms the objective function into a convex function by fixing all but one
parameter for each parameters, in which case the problem can be solved by making
the first order derivatives equal to zero one after another.
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Formally, let Il ∈ Rl×l be an identity matrix. Then each iteration of the alternating
least squares approach is as follows:

1. First, fix Vi and all bias terms as constants. Take the first order derivatives of
the loss function L with respect to each Uu for all user u that has a rating in
OBS, and set the derivatives equal to zero. Each latent vector representation
of the user, Uu, will then be

Uu = (
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
(ru,xi − µ− bu − bxi) · Vi) (

∑
(u,xi)∈OBS

V T
i Vi + λIl)−1 (2.4)

2. Then, take the first order derivatives of the loss function L with respect to each
item xi with a rating in OBS by fixing all other parameters constants, and set
them to zero, where each latent vector representation of the item xi will be

Vi = (
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
(ru,xi − µ− bu − bxi) · Uu) (

∑
(u,xi)∈OBS

UTu Uu + λIl)−1 (2.5)

3. Next, take the first order derivatives of L with respect to each user bias term
bu of each user with a rating in OBS by fixing all other parameters constants,
and set them to zero, where each bias item will be

bu = 1
λ+ ku

∑
(u,xi)∈OBS

ru,xi − (µ+ bxi + Uu · V T
i ) (2.6)

where ku is the number of ratings user u has in OBS.

4. Finally, take the first order derivatives of L with respect to each item bias term
bxi of each item with a rating in OBS by fixing all other parameters constants,
and set them to zero, where each bias item will be

bxi = 1
λ+ kxi

∑
(u,xi)∈OBS

ru,xi − (µ+ bu + Uu · V T
i ) (2.7)

where kxi is the number of ratings item xi has in OBS.

Repeat this process until the loss function is not decreasing by more than a small
amount (i.e., converges), or when max number of iterations is reached.
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Both content-based filtering models and collaborative filtering models have provided
countless accurate recommendations, but they are not always perfect. In fact,
both types of recommender systems have their drawbacks when used for scientific
explorations. In the next section, I will represent two potential problems in the
setting of scientific explorations.

2.2 Potential Problems for Scientific Explorations

2.2.1 One User Problem

One major theme throughout most of the recommender systems, especially collabora-
tive filtering recommender systems, is the utilization of user base. Recommendation
algorithms tend to predict one user’s rating behavior by searching for other users
with similar profiles, and provide recommendations based on some aggregated
measures of their behaviors.

However, these approaches that relies on multiple other user profiles may not be as
effective for scientific explorations. Each recommender system is used for a specific
research topic/project only, and within this project, there might be more than one
researchers involved. Nonetheless, their preferences on what experiments to run
should be the same since they are bounded and tested by the rigorous principles
of various scientific communities. Therefore, the recommender system has only
one user: the research group itself. This means that all the proposed frameworks,
algorithms, and evaluation metrics should be single-user focused if possible. For
example, without the abundant information learned from various users, collaborative
filtering recommender systems must be either modified or replaced by other feasible
algorithms to fit the scientific exploration setting better.

In the following literature review and problem statement section, I’ve changed most
of the definitions, terms, and notations to single-user based forms, all of which are
marked with a lower case u as subscripts to represent one user u. However, some
of the definitions, such as item popularity, are built upon a group of users initially,
which means they can’t be presented in any other ways. I will still include them for
completeness, but it’s likely that these definitions will not be used in the problem
statement section.
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2.2.2 Accuracy Overloading Problem

The fundamentals of the recommender systems are well established, as shown in
the previous sections. And for more than a decade, industry professionals and
researchers made the same mistake as many other computer scientists by believing
that accuracy is everything. However, unlike other sectors such as Machine Learning,
recommender systems have a strong heuristic, real-life element beyond its statistical
aspect, and it is heavily dependent on user interaction and experience. As seen in
the music recommender example, pushing solely for the highest prediction accuracy
may result in the system only recommending similar items to what the user rated
before. This problem is often called “overspecialization” (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin
2010) or "accuracy overloading" (Zhao and Lee 2016). The users may then get tired
of the recommendations provided, making the system somewhat obsolete.

This problem becomes more prominent when recommender systems are used for
scientific explorations. For scientists and researchers, the point of experiments has
always been the pursuit of diverse and novel discoveries: new habitable planets,
different chemical crystals, etc. Yet an accuracy-focused recommender system will
always recommend items that are similar to what people have found already. If
people decide to use such a recommender system as their navigator to explore the
universe, we may never find any other planets than Mars for decades. Hence, a
traditional accuracy-optimized recommender system is redundant and inefficient
when used to search for something new and exciting in the scientific domains.

Many soon noticed the same issue and realized that using only offline accuracy to
evaluate a recommender system tends to ignore other useful aspects of the system
(McNee et al. 2006). This led many researchers to look for other beyond-accuracy
objectives that can better describe and evaluate the quality of a recommender
system.
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3
Literature Review

3.1 Beyond-accuracy Objectives in Recommender
Systems

As stated in the previous section, ignoring other qualities of the recommender
systems has been a problem for a long time. Luckily, researchers soon realized the
drawbacks of focusing only on improving accuracy, and combined with real-life
heuristics, they have found four other objectives of a recommender system that are
discussed the most: diversity, novelty, serendipity, and coverage.

3.1.1 Definitions and Measurements

Diversity

Diversity is often a metric that evaluates the inner dissimilarity of a recommendation
list (Ziegler et al. 2005; Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). In order words, the diversity
of a recommendation list for user u, Ru, is defined as the overall difference between
each items in the list and all other items in the list, where the difference can be
measured in terms of features (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

The idea of diversity was first introduced in information retrieval literature, where
many noticed that the value of a potential recommendation is not only related to its
relevance to the user, but also its similarity to other recommended items (Carbonell
and Goldstein 1998). Researchers of recommender systems caught up with this idea
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later on and realized that such dissimilarity could be measure in terms of pairwise
distances between each item and each of every other item in the recommendation list
(Smyth and McClave 2001). Formally, the measurement of diversity is formulated as
the average of all pairwise distances between every two items in a recommendation
list, Ru, written as (Smyth and McClave 2001):

Diversity(Ru) = 1
|Ru|

∑
xi∈Ru

1
|Ru| − 1

∑
xj∈Ru\{xi}

dist(xi, xj) (3.1)

Researchers in the past have proposed several different ways to calculate the distance
between two items xi and xj , most common of which are:

1. Taking the complement of two items’ Jaccard similarity. Given two sets of labels
Lxi and Lxj that describe each item xi and xj individually, the distance can be
obtained by 1 minus the ratio between the cardinality of the intersections of
Lxi and Lxj and that of the union of two sets, formulated as (Kaminskas and
Bridge 2016):

dist(xi, xj) = 1−
|Lxi ∩ Lxj |
|Lxi ∪ Lxj |

(3.2)

2. Taking the complement of the adjusted cosine similarity between two items.
Given a set of users U where all users have rated the two items xi and xj

before, the distance of the two items can be formulated as (Kaminskas and
Bridge 2016):

dist(xi, xj) = 1
2 (1−

∑
u∈U (ru,xi − r̄xi)(ru,xj − ¯rxj )√∑

u∈U (ru,xi − r̄xi)2
√∑

u∈U (ru,xj − ¯rxj )2
) (3.3)

where ru,xi is user u’s rating of item xi, and r̄xi is the average rating of item xi

of all users in U .

The fraction inside the parenthesis is also the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the ratings of two items, which is the ratio between covariance and
the product of the standard deviations of two random variables. Hence, one
can also see this distance as taking the normalized complement of the Pearson
correlation.
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Novelty

Many have provided their own definition of a novel recommendation. One of the
most comprehensive definitions, provided by Zhang in 2013, is that an item has
to be unknown by a user, relevant to the user, and different from the list of items
seen or rated by this user in the past (Zhang 2013; Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).
However, the "different" aspect of the definition overlaps with diversity that was
introduced earlier. Furthermore, the notion of unknown can be quite subjective and
hard to measure precisely. Hence, to prevent redundancy and unnecessary issues
later, I’ve chosen the simpler definition of novelty provided in the paper, which is
the complement of popularity. Novel items are often called rare items or “long-tail
items” (Anderson 2006).

To promote long-tail items, the novelty of a recommendation list is often measured
by calculating the average of each item’s self-information, which is equal to the
negative log of the item’s popularity (Anderson 2006). An item’s popularity is then
defined as the ratio between the number of users who rated this item and the total
number of user. With both definitions combined, given a set of users U , the novelty
of a recommendation list is formulated as follows:

Novelty(Ru) = 1
novmax · |Ru|

∑
xi∈Ru

− log2
|{u ∈ U | ru,xi 6= ∅}|

|U |
(3.4)

where novmax = log2 |U | is used to normalized the score of each individual items to
be between 0 and 1 (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

Serendipity

Serendipity is often considered a stricter notion of novelty, meaning that on top of
the aspect of unknown, serendipity also requires the element of surprise (Kaminskas
and Bridge 2016). Hence, serendipity of a recommendation list to a user is defined
as how surprising the list is to this user, which can be approximated by each
recommendation’s dissimilarity to the set of expected items for this user (Kaminskas
and Bridge 2016). The set of expected items includes previously-seen items and
other items similar to them (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

Under this definition, each recommendation’s level of surprise can be easily measured
as the distance between this item and the set of expected items (Kaminskas and
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Bridge 2016). Given a set of expected items P , the serendipity measure of a
recommendation list Ru can be formulated as:

Serendipity(Ru) = 1
|Ru|

∑
xi∈Ru

min
xj∈P
{dist(xi, xj)} (3.5)

The reason here to use the minimum of all possible distances for each item is to avoid
potential information loss, as averaging the distances is already used for diversity
measurement in equation 3.1 (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). Intuitively, average
distance tells us how close an item is to the center of another set of items, whereas
the minimum distance tells us how close an item is to the boundary of a set of items.
Therefore, the minimum distance is a better representation of surprise.

On top of the distance functions provided (3.2 and 3.3), which are now called
"content-based" serendipity measurement, one can also calculate distance between
two items, xi and xj , using the probability-based normalized "point-wise mutual
information (PMI)", formulated as (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

dist(xi, xj) = 1− 1
2 ·

log2 p(xi)p(xj)
log2 p(xi, xj)

(3.6)

Serendipity obtained in this form of distance is often called "co-occurance-based"
serendipity. In a user-item-rating setting, these probabilities can be easily obtained
by calculating the fraction of users who rated the item(s). In formula forms, given
two items, xi, xj , and a set of users U (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

p(xi) = |{u ∈ U | ru,xi 6= ∅}|
|U |

p(xi, xj) =
|{u ∈ U | ru,xi 6= ∅, ru,xj 6= ∅}|

|U |
(3.7)

Using mutual information as distance is also utilized to provide recommendations in
the "Dark Reaction Project" (Raccuglia et al. 2016), which will be further explained
in section 4: Problem Formulation.

Coverage

Although it may sound straight forward, "coverage" has several different definitions
in various literature (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). One of the definitions for
coverage, "catalog coverage" or item coverage, is defined as the fraction of items
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recommended to a user out of all the items available. Given a set of all available
items I, often named "the item catalog", and a recommendation list Ru for user u,
the item coverage can be measured as (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

Coverage(Ru) = |Ru|
|I|

(3.8)

The downside of this formulated measurement of coverage is that all items are
equally weighted regardless of how frequently each item is recommended. Hence,
it fails to represent the distribution of recommendations for one or more users
(Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). To counter this issue, many opted for Gini coefficient
and Shannon entropy to better capture where the recommendations are concentrated
with respect to the entire catalog (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

With the additions of beyond-accuracy objectives, one can effectively measure
them given any list of recommendations. Thus, the recommendation problem with
beyond-accuracy objectives can now be considered as a slight modification of the
old accuracy-focused optimization problem, formulated in the next section.

3.1.2 Problem Formulation

For a top-K recommender problem, where the system needs to pick the best K
recommendations for user u, the problem can be formulated as a constrained joint-
optimization problem (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

Definition 1. Let α ∈ [0, 1]. Given a set of candidate recommendations C in
the item catalog I, where |C| > K, the recommender system provides user u
a list of K recommendations Ru by solving

max
R⊂C

α ·
( ∑
xi∈Ru

rel(xi)
)

+ (1− α) · obj(Ru)

s.t. |Ru| = K

(3.9)

where rel(xi) is the relevance of xi, and obj(Ru) the other objectives beyond
accuracy, which can be a single objective or weighted average of several
different objectives.
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3.1.3 Methodologies

The traditional method of solving a constrained maximization problem has always
been setting up the Lagrangian and solving for first order conditions. However,
with a large space to search, this can be overly time-consuming and inefficient.
As an alternative, many researchers have been using a greedy algorithm called
"The Greedy Reranking Algorithm", with its pseudo-code as follows (Kaminskas and
Bridge 2016):

Algorithm 1: The Greedy Reranking Algorithm
Data: K: number of recommendations needed; C: a list of candidate items
Result: Ru: a list of K recommendations for user u

1 Ru ← []
2 while |Ru| < K do
3 xi ← arg max

xi∈C
α · rel(xi) + (1− α) · obj(Ru + [xi])

4 Ru ← Ru + [xi]
5 C ← C − [xi]

6 return Ru

The algorithm picks each recommendation one-by-one until K items are picked to
form the list of recommendations Ru. When picking the ith item, the algorithm looks
into the list of all the candidate items that haven’t been included in the current list
of recommendations yet. It then picks the one item xi that generates the highest
weighted sum of recommendation accuracy, denoted as rel(xi), and the beyond-
accuracy objective score of the new list of recommendations, which consists of all
the previously selected (i− 1) recommendations and xi. The algorithm then updates
the recommendation list Ru by adding xi, and remove xi from the list of available
candidates. Continue until all K recommendations are selected.

However, since each recommender system may use a different beyond-accuracy
objective function, written as obj(·) in the algorithm above, there is no proof given
in the literature that states the greedy algorithm to be the optimal approach, even
though greedy algorithms generally offer some good approximations.
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3.1.4 Experiments and Results

To explore the generic performances of several conventional recommender systems
and the correlations among different beyond-accuracy objectives, the authors set up
the offline experiments in the following fashion (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

1. Generate 50 candidate recommendations using each of the chosen conven-
tional recommender systems.

2. The candidate recommendations are then re-ranked using one of the five types
of beyond-accuracy objectives: 2 types of diversity, 2 types of serendipity, and
1 type of novelty under the joint-optimization framework, with α = 0.5. This
means that we are weighing the recommendation accuracy and one other
beyond-accuracy objective equally.

3. Finally, pick the top-10 ranked items from the re-ranked recommendations as
the final result for evaluations.

The authors used two different sets of data to simulate two different recommendation
settings: a "MovieLens 1M" dataset, with around 1 million ratings from 6040 users,
and 3706 movies with 60 labels per movie on average; a "Last.fm 1K" dataset, with
500K ratings from 992 users, and 7280 artists with a maximum of the 10 most
popular labels each (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

As for the recommender systems, the authors selected several systems based on
(Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

1. A pairwise learning-to-rank algorithm (LTR).

2. A "PureSVD" matrix factorization algorithm.

3. A user-based collaborative filtering k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN).

4. A item-based collaborative filtering kNN.

Each model but LTR is first tweaked to see the effect of model’s different hyper-
parameters on different objectives. All 4 models are then fine-tuned in a grid-search
manner before the final evaluation.
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Finally, the candidates are re-ranked using one of the following five as the beyond-
accuracy objective (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

1. Content-based diversity (equation 3.1) using Jaccard similarity (equation 3.2).

2. Rating-based diversity (equation 3.1) using cosine similarity (equation 3.3).

3. Novelty (equation 3.4).

4. Serendipity (equation 3.5) using co-occurrence surprise (equation 3.6).

5. Serendipity (equation 3.5) using content-based surprise (equation 3.2).

After picking the top 10 items out of the re-ranked list of recommendations, the
10 items are evaluated on accuracy, the same five beyond-accuracy objective, and
coverage to discover their correlations between one another. However, no experiment
is conducted to explore the effectiveness of those re-ranking approaches under
different model parameters (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

Results

From the experiments, the authors were able to find the following correlations
among accuracy and the four beyond-accuracy objectives:

1. Novelty and accuracy have a strong negative correlation: accuracy decreases
the most when novelty increases by relatively the same amount as other
objectives (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

2. Novelty is positively correlated with rating-based diversity that is based on
cosine similarity (see equation 3.3) (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

3. Novelty is negatively correlated with co-occurrence serendipity, calculated
using pairwise mutual information (see equation 3.6) (Kaminskas and Bridge
2016). As a drawback of the metric, co-occurrence serendipity is sensitive to
item popularity, especially pairs of long-tail items, which often results in higher
scores for popular items (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016). This goes against the
notion that serendipity is a stricter definition of novelty, as novelty requires
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popular items to be scored lower. Some modifications are needed to eliminate
the scoring bias (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

4. Coverage is positively correlated with diversity and novelty (Kaminskas and
Bridge 2016). This means that as one re-ranks the recommendations based on
their diversity and novelty for a set of users, coverage can be optimized at the
same time.

When compared against one another, the models selected for the experiments
provided the following results:

1. Accuracy wise, LTR has the best performance on the MovieLens dataset, with
matrix factorization model second, item-based kNN third, and user-based
kNN last. On the Last.fm dataset, item-based kNN has the best accuracy, with
user-based kNN second, matrix factorization model third, and LTR last. LTR’s
accuracy using the Last.fm dataset is significantly lower than the other three
models.

2. Diversity wise, LTR has the best performance in both types of the diversity
objective on the MovieLens dataset, with matrix factorization model second,
item-based kNN third, and user-based kNN last. On the Last.fm dataset, matrix
factorization model has both the highest content-based diversity and rating-
based diversity. The other three models have similar diversity scores, but the
scores are still lower than those of the matrix factorization model.

3. Serendipity wise, on the Movielens dataset, user-based kNN has a higher
content-based serendipity score than item-based kNN, matrix factorization
model, and LTR. It also has a higher co-occurrence based serendipity score,
but the order of the other three models is now: matrix factorization model,
item-based kNN, and LTR. On the Last.fm dataset, LTR model outperforms
the other models in both content-based serendipity and co-occurrence based
serendipity.

4. Novelty wise, LTR performs better on the Movielens dataset than item-based
kNN, matrix factorization model, and user-based kNN, in that order. On the
Last.fm dataset, item-based kNN performs better than matrix factorization
model, user-based kNN, and LTR model. With both a low accuracy and a low
novelty score, LTR is clearly not a good fit for music recommendations.
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5. Coverage wise, item-based kNN and LTR outperform the other two models by
a significant amount on the MovieLens dataset, with item-based kNN edging
slightly above LTR. On the Last.fm dataset, item-based kNN is once again the
best performing model, with matrix factorization model and user-based kNN
following behind. LTR has the worst coverage, losing out to the item-based
kNN by a huge margin.

As for model parameters,

1. For the matrix factorization model, as the number of factors increases, accuracy
decreases while the beyond-accuracy performances seem to be improving.

2. For item-based kNN, as the number of neighbors increases, there is a slight but
not significant decrease in novelty and coverage.

3. For user-based kNN, as the number of neighbors increases, all objectives but
coverage shows some slight improvements. Coverage, on the other hand,
decreases significantly with higher k values. After 150 neighbors, increasing k
does not improve the model’s performance at all.

3.1.5 Future Work and Concluding Remarks

This paper provides us a valuable framework to tackle the accuracy overloading
problem with its comprehensive overview of the definitions, measurements, and
correlations of four beyond-accuracy objectives. However, much is left to be an-
swered. At the end of this paper, the authors identified two important future research
directions (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016):

1. How to adapt the proposed joint-optimization framework to other recommen-
dation domains beyond music and movies?

2. How to evaluate beyond-accuracy objectives with real-time user studies and
A/B testing?

Regarding the constrained joint-optimization framework, there are still two main
components left for configuration for different recommendation domains: the choice
of α, and the design of beyond-accuracy objectives. For the choice of α, one can
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conduct the conventional "training-validation-testing" procedure to fine tune the
trade-off ratio between recommendation accuracy and other objectives. As for the
objectives, there are essentially two types of improvements on the basic framework
introduced in this paper: 1) use the existing items and improve the objective
functions as close to the user’s utility function as possible, or 2) create new items
with higher beyond-accuracy qualities than the existing items.

In the next two sections, I will present and discuss one state-of-the-art methodology
for each type of improvements. For 1), a team of researchers manages to incorporate
a probabilistic model of a user’s curiosity into the existing recommendation problem
framework to better approximate the user’s utility, presented in section 3.2. As
for 2), another group of researchers were able to create diverse sets of novel
recommendations by exploring the latent space via a deep generative model and a
greedy search algorithm, presented in section 3.3.

Still, the bigger question is after getting a list of recommendations, what is the
proper evaluation metrics, especially for the scientific exploration setting? Even
though the evaluation metrics introduced in the paper do capture the intrinsic
qualities of the recommendations, they do not tell us whether the users like the
recommendations or not. As stated in the motivation section, the question of
whether these recommendations are good recommendations or not is crucial for the
development of exploratory recommender system, but for now, it remains unclear
how we can even start to answer this question. In the end of this literature review
section, I will present a preference-based evaluation metric for diversity and novelty,
which may help us find an approach to such issue.
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3.2 Curiosity Level and Novelty

3.2.1 Introduction

Facing the "accuracy overloading" problem, many people came up with new rec-
ommender systems that balance between discovery-utilities and recommendation
accuracy (Zhao and Lee 2016). However, these systems failed to capture the dif-
ferences among users’ curiosity levels (Zhao and Lee 2016). Recently, several
researchers introduced many recommender systems that try to personalize a user’s
curiosity level through binary classification or logistic regression. Seeing these
curiosity models incompatible with real-life human behaviors, the authors of this
paper went for solutions from psychology researches.

Using the Wundt curve, introduced by British Psychologist Berlyne, the authors
developed a "probabilistic curiosity model" to quantify a user’s curiosity as a beta-
distribution of stimulation degrees (Zhao and Lee 2016). Each user’s curiosity
of an item can be calculated as the probability density at the stimulation degree
this item provided. With the curiosity level quantified, the authors were able to
incorporate a user’s curiousness into several state-of-the-art recommender systems.
After experimenting against several baseline recommender systems, such as matrix
factorization collaborative filtering systems and personalized parameter balanced
recommender systems, these curiousness based models performed better at both
novelty fitness to the user and recommendation accuracy.

3.2.2 Motivation

Seeing the same problem stated in section 2.3, a new type of recommender system
called discovery-oriented recommender system (DORS) was created to balance
between the accuracy and the discover utility (DU), a utility representation of
beyond-accuracy qualities such as novelty and diversity, of recommendations (Zhao
and Lee 2016). It is essentially the type of recommender systems that solves the
same problem as section 3.1.2. However, the traditional DORS ignores the different
levels of curiosity of different users (Zhao and Lee 2016). If a system’s discover
utility is defined as novelty, then for someone with high curiosity, a highly novel item
may be suitable as recommendation, whereas the same item may not fit the taste of
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someone conservative (Zhao and Lee 2016). To counter such "curiosity mismatch
problem", the authors in this paper try to capture a user’s curiosity level through his
or her historical behavior and formulate the problem with such notion of curiosity
incorporated.

3.2.3 Previous Work

Recommender Systems

As mentioned in section 3.1.2, the traditional optimization focus of recommender
systems has always been improving the recommendation accuracy, which will in-
evitably cause a high inter-item similarity within the recommendation list. As many
noticed this "accuracy overloading problem", people started to optimize the rec-
ommender systems by balancing both the accuracy and the discover utility (DU),
which usually includes qualities of a recommender system discussed in 3.1.1 (Zhao
and Lee 2016).

The problem with this type of recommender, named discovery-oriented recom-
mender system (DORS), is that it fails to take each user’s curiosity into account
(Zhao and Lee 2016). In other words, when recommending items, DORS does
not personalize discovery utility of each user, and it tends to generalize all users’
curiosities to give the best recommendations. As each user has his or her own level
of novelty threshold, the same item may be too boring for one user when it is way
too novel for another. This "curiosity mismatch problem" led to the creation of
personalized discovery-oriented recommender systems (PDORS), where each
user’s novel seeking behavior is binary: either wants new items all the time, or only
wants item seen, known, or accessed before (Zhao and Lee 2016). However, in the
real-life setting, where one may seek both new and old (but forgotten) items at the
same time, this binary representation of the user’s curiosity is not sufficient.

Eventually, one of the researchers proposed a method call personalized parameter
balancing recommender system (PPBRS) to capture one’s curiosity level through
logistic regression (Kapoor et al. 2015). However, as the authors of this paper point
out, the shape of a logistic regression does not match what a real human being’s
curiosity curve is at different stimulus levels (Zhao and Lee 2016). As people are
running out of ideas in the statistical world, many started to seek for solutions in
psychology.
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Psychology

Back in the 1870s, Psychologist Wilhelm Wundt found that as the level of curiosity
differs between one and another, humans’ responses to a stimulus are not directly
proportional to the degree of the stimulus. A century later, British Psychologist
Daniel Berlyne further developed Wundt theory and introduced the Wundt curve,
the functional representation of the relationship between one’s response and the
degree of stimulus given. The curve, as demonstrated in figure 3.1, is somewhat
concave, and there exists an optimal degree of stimulus where the human’s response
is the most positive (Zhao and Lee 2016). As Berlyne stated, a small amount of
stimulus can lead to no or low response, whereas too much stimulus can cause one
to respond negatively (Zhao and Lee 2016). One empirical example would be our
responses to temperature: people tend to keep their room temperatures just right,
as too cold or too hot can cause significant discomfort.

Fig. 3.1.: Illustration of the Wundt Curve (Zhao and Lee 2016)

Based on the Wundt curve, Berlyne was able to develop a curiosity arousing model
where one’s curiosity will guide this person to selectively respond to stimuli that can
arouse his or her curiosity (Zhao and Lee 2016). Given this model, the behavioral
pattern of a person’s response to different stimuli, often referred to as Stimulus
Selection Process (SSP), can also help to capture his or her curiosity level in return
(Zhao and Lee 2016). Seeing the resemblance between stimulus selection and
recommendation and the obvious benefit of a bell-shaped curve, the authors of this
paper began to develop their measurement of novelty by modeling a user’s curiosity
based on the Wundt curve and Berlyne’s curiosity model.
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3.2.4 Methodology

Quantifying Stimulus

In the setting of recommender systems, the stimulus selection process can be phrased
as one’s response to a given recommendation. In other words, each recommendation
provides some stimulus to a user, and the response of this user can be if he or she
accesses the recommended item (Zhao and Lee 2016). For this framework to work,
there needs to be a way to quantify the degree of each recommendation’s stimulus.
In other words, it is necessary to identify and quantify the factors that arouse the
user’s curiosity (Zhao and Lee 2016).

Berlyne was able to identify four factors, named as collaborative variables (cv),
that arouses one’s curiosity: novelty, uncertainty, conflict, and complexity (Zhao and
Lee 2016). Each of the collaborative variables are dependent on the person, the
stimulus, and the time when the person receive the stimulus (Zhao and Lee 2016).
Hence, given as set of collaborative variables CV , the stimulus sd to a user u of an
item xi at time t with his or her historical responses Ht

u can be formulated as (Zhao
and Lee 2016):

sdtu,xi
(Ht

u) =
∑

cv∈CV
cvtu,xi

(3.10)

As this paper focuses only on novelty, there is only one collaborative variable in the
set CV . Hence we can rewrite this as:

sdtu,xi
(Ht

u) = Noveltytu,xi
(3.11)

As of now, the issue of quantifying stimuli has now become the problem of quantify-
ing novelty, which is a slightly more familiar topic for recommender systems. On
top of the definition of novelty introduced in section 3.1.1, Berlyne also provided
some other definitions of novelty. In his research, novelty is seen as inversely related
to 1) how often the stimulus has been experienced by the person, 2) how recent
the stimulus was given to the person, and 3) how dissimilar the stimulus is to the
person’s past experience (Zhao and Lee 2016). In a recommender system’s setting,
this can be rephrased as 1) how often and 2) how recent a user accesses the item,
and 3) how dissimilar the item is to the user’s access history. The more frequent
and recent an item was accessed by a user, the less novel it is. At the same time, the
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more similar an item is to the items this user seen before, the less novel it is. Given
this definition, the novelty of an item xi to a user u at time t has three components:
SF tu,xi

, which is the scaled frequency of user u’s access to item xi before time t;
SRtu,xi

, which is the scaled recency of user u’s access to item xi before time t; and
Dissimt

u,xi
, which is the dissimilarity between item xi and other items in user’s

history Ht
u (Zhao and Lee 2016). One functional formulation of the defined novelty

can be the average of all three components, written as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

Noveltytu,xi
= 1

3(SF tu,xi
+ SRtu,xi

+Dissimt
u,xi

) (3.12)

As the authors mentioned later, the three components can be weighted unevenly
depending on the application. Nonetheless, we need to formulate these three
components. First, SF tu,xi

is the scaled frequency of user u’s access to item xi before
time t. This can be formulated as:

SF tu,xi
= 1
|Stu,xi

|
∑

s∈St
u,xi

e−ρs|s| (3.13)

where Stu,xi
is a set of sets s, each set s represents the of user’s accesses to item xi or

all items that shares one similar trait as xi before time t. For example, in the setting
of music recommendations, one needs to count the number of user u’s accesses to
song xi AND the number of user u’s accesses to other songs with the same artist as
xi (Zhao and Lee 2016). Let Itu,xi

be the set of user accesses to song xi before time
t, and let Atu,xi

be the set of user accesses to all other songs with the same artist as
xi before time t. The scaled frequency can now be formulated as (Zhao and Lee
2016):

SF tu,xi
= 1

2(e−ρI |It
u,xi
| + e−ρA|At

u,xi
|) (3.14)

Next up, SRtu,xi
is the scaled recency of user u’s access to item xi before time t,

which can be formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

SRtu,xi
= 1
|Stu,xi

|
∑

s∈St
u,xi

eρt(t−T (s)) (3.15)

where Stu,xi
is a set of sets s, each set s represents the of user’s accesses to item xi

or all items that shares one similar trait as xi before time t. T is a function that
finds the time of the latest access to any item in set s. Again, in the setting of music
recommendations, let Itu,xi

be the set of user accesses to song xi before time t, and
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let Atu,xi
be the set of user accesses to all other songs with the same artist as xi

before time t. The scaled recency can now be formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

SRtu,xi
= 1

2(eρt(t−T (It
u,xi

)) + eρt(t−T (At
u,xi

))) (3.16)

Finally, Dissimt
u,xi

represents the dissimilarity between item xi and other items
in Ht

u. The formulation of this term is rather complicated, as it involves both the
frequency and the recency. Furthermore, each item must be discretized, a process
to convert continuous features into discrete, categorical features. Assume that an
item xi is discretized into p many categorical features. Then the dissimilarity can be
formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

Dissimt
u,xi

= 1
p

p∑
k=1

(e−ρk·|Ht
u,k| + eρt·(t−T (Ht

u,k))) (3.17)

where Ht
u,k is the set of items in Ht

u whose kth features have the same value as that
of xi.

By construction, the more a user accesses the same item or similar items, the lower
the scaled frequency is; the more recent a user accesses an item, the lower its scaled
recency is; the more features an item shares with other items a user accessed in
recent history, the lower its dissimilarity with the user’s history is. Hence, this novelty
measurement was carefully constructed to penalize normal item and promote novel
items across all three parts.

The other benefit of this construction is to avoid the situation where novelty can
frequently be 1 (Zhao and Lee 2016). In the music recommendation setting, if a
user listened to a song from an artist that he or she has never listened to before,
the first two parts of novelty, scaled frequency and scaled recency, will equal to 1.
However, in most cases, this song may share some features with the other songs this
user listened to before, which will make the dissimilarity measure smaller than 1.

Probabilistic Curiosity Model

With the proposed way of measuring an item’s stimulus level, we now turn our focus
to formulating a user’s curiosity, which may sound impossible. Luckily, with the help
of the Wundt curve, the user’s curiosity can be modeled as a probability distribution
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of the degree of stimuli sd, treated as a random variable (Zhao and Lee 2016). Given
"enough" user-item interactions, the curiosity distribution, Cu, can be captured
using a flexible Beta-distribution (Zhao and Lee 2016). This modeled distribution
of curiosity is called Probabilistic Curiosity Model (PCM), and the curiousness of
a user u given item xi at time t, curtu,xi

, is equal to pdfu(sdtu,xi
), the probabilistic

density function of Cu at given stimulation degree (Zhao and Lee 2016).

3.2.5 Recommendation Framework

The framework of a curiousness based recommender system (CBRS) involves 5
steps: 1) construct the user’s curiosity distribution based on his or her access history,
2) extract the discovery utility of each item, 3) calculate each item’s stimulation
degree based on equation 3.12, 4) find the user’s curiousness on item by using
the derived curiosity distribution and the calculated stimulation degree, and 5)
optimize the ranking of items by balancing both the relevance gathered from a
generic recommender system and the curiousness (Zhao and Lee 2016). Figure 3.2
is an illustration of the framework described above.

Fig. 3.2.: Curiousness Based Rec System Framework (Zhao and Lee 2016)

To demonstrate how to incorporate this framework into existing recommender
systems, the authors selected two types of base recommender system: relevance
optimization and matrix-factorization-based collaborative filtering (MFCF) (Zhao
and Lee 2016).
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Joint Optimization of relevance and Curiousness

A traditional top-K recommender system is generally optimized by picking the k
items that give the highest recommendation accuracy. Under this framework, a
user’s curiousness can be added to the objective function, where both accuracy and
curiousness will be optimized.

Definition 2. Let the set of all available items be X. Let the set of users be U .
Let T be a set of times, i.e. T = {t1, t2, ...}.

Let a relevance matrix RELTu ∈ R|T |×|X| be a |T | × |X| matrix, where each
entry relt,i is the item xi’s relevance to user u at time t ∈ T , pre-computed
using any accuracy-based recommender system.

Let a curiousness matrix CURTu ∈ R|T |×|X| be a |T | × |X| matrix, where
each entry curt,i is the the curiousness of a user u given item xi at time t,
obtained in the probabilistic curiosity model.

Let a stimulation degree matrix SDT
u ∈ R|T |×|X| be a |T | × |X| matrix,

where each entry sdt,i is the item xi’s stimulation degree to user u at time
t ∈ T , obtained using equation 3.14.

Let the recommendation list y ∈ R|X| be a 1× |X| vector. Each entry, yi, is
1 if the item xi is recommended and 0 otherwise.

Let θ ∈ [0, 1] be the weight on the curiousness measure to balance accu-
racy and curiousness, and let α, β be the parameters that define the beta
distribution of the probabilistic curiosity model.

Then, given a top-K problem and a user’s stimulus tolerance threshold of K
items, sdtol, the constrained optimization problem can be formulated as:

max
y∗

(1− θ) · α · (RELTu · y) + θ · β · (CURTu · y)

s.t. SDT
u · y ≤ sdtol

1T · y = K

(3.18)

The user’s stimulus tolerance threshold can be estimated by (Zhao and Lee 2016):

sdtol = c ·K ·ATPu with c ∈ [0, 1] (3.19)

where ATPu is the "Anxiety Turning Point" of user u, the stimulation degree with
the highest response on the Wundt curve.
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Co-factorization-based Method in Matrix Factorization

As stated in section 2.2.2, matrix factorization is a collaborative filtering technique
that learns to provide recommendations through latent space. In this paper, the
authors introduced the incorporation of curiousness in the co-factorization-based
method. The problem can be formulated as follows (Zhao and Lee 2016):

Definition 3. Let the normalized latent space mapping of a matrix-
factorization recommender system be RT ≈ UV T , where U ∈ Rm×l is the
users’ mapping to the latent space, and V ∈ Rn×l the item’s mapping to
latent space (l < min{m,n}). The normalization is done by applying the
logistic function, 1/(1 + e−rti,j ), to each entry of the original matrix.

Let CUR ∈ Rm×n be a user-item curiousness matrix, with each entry curu,i
is the user’s curiousness of item xi.

Let Z be a mapping from items to the curiosity latent space.

Let IRT be the preference indicator matrix, where IRTi,j is 1 if user Ui has
an rating on item Vj in latent space L and 0 otherwise.

Let ICUR be the curiousness indicator matrix, where ICURi,k is 1 if user Ui
has an rating on item Zk in latent curiosity space and 0 otherwise.

Let λCUR, λU , λV , and λZ be the regularization parameters.

Let ||M ||2F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix M , which equals√∑
i

∑
j |Mi,j |2.

Then the optimization problem of the recommender system is formulated as
a minimization problem of a loss function, which is defined as:

L =1
2

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

IRTi,j (RTi,j − UiV T
j )2

+ λCUR
2

m∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

ICURi,k (CURi,j − UiZTk )2

+ λU
2 ||U ||

2
F + λV

2 ||V ||
2
F + λZ

2 ||Z||
2
F

(3.20)

A local minimum of the proposed loss function can be found using gradient decent
on Ui, Vj , and Zk, with the derivative of each term being (Zhao and Lee 2016):
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∂L
∂Ui

=
n∑
j=1

IRTi,j (UTi Vj −RTi,j)Vj + λCUR

n∑
k=1

ICURi,k (UTi Zk − CURi,j)Zk + λUUi

∂L
∂Vj

=
n∑
j=1

IRTi,j (UTi Vj −RTi,j)Ui + λV Vj

∂L
∂Zk

= λCUR

n∑
k=1

ICURi,k (UTi Zk − CURi,j)Ui + λZZk

(3.21)

In the settings where there is no explicit user rating of an item, the paper suggested
that one can use a user’s access frequency of an item to approximate the rating
(Zhao and Lee 2016).

3.2.6 Experiments and Results

For experiments, the authors selected the "Last.fm -1K Users" dataset with around
20 million listening records (Zhao and Lee 2016). With those records, the authors
were able to form triplet (u, xi, t) as a record of user u listening to song xi at time
t (Zhao and Lee 2016). Records without track or artist id and users with too few
records are removed from the selection, with around 17 million records remaining
for the experiment (Zhao and Lee 2016). The dataset is then evenly parsed into
10 chronologically consecutive windows w0 to w9. Every 3 consecutive window
forms a triplet of data, with the first window being a training dataset, second a
historical dataset, and third a testing dataset (Zhao and Lee 2016). The experiment
would then average the results of 8 total runs, each with a unique triplet where the
historical data and the training data are used to generate recommendations, and the
testing data for recommendation evaluation (Zhao and Lee 2016).

For stimulation degree calculation, the parameters ρ are set to 0.1 except for ρt,
which is set to 0.01 instead. The regularization parameters in the matrix-factorization
loss function are all set to 0.2. K is set to 10 as default and varies between 5, 10, and
20 for performance evaluation.

For performance evaluation, the authors selected three different metrics:
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1) Novelty fitness, which, given the general item novelty of user u and the novelty of
item xi to u, is formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

NFu =

√√√√ 1
K

K∑
i=1

(Noveltyu,xi −Noveltyu)2 (3.22)

2) Recommendation precision, which is the average fraction of the items both
recommended, Ru, and accessed by user in the test data, Tu, out of the items
recommended to this user across all users U , formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

RP = 1
|U |

∑
u∈U

|Ru ∩ Tu|
|Ru|

(3.23)

3) Inter-user Similarity, which is the same as Jaccard similarity. Given two rec-
ommendation lists Rui for user ui and Ruj for user uj , the inter-user similarity is
formulated as (Zhao and Lee 2016):

IUSui,uj =
|Rui ∩Ruj |

K
(3.24)

As for model selections, the author selected popularity-based recommender, item-
based collaborative filtering recommender (item-CF), and ranking matrix-factorization
recommender (Ranking-MF) as non-curious baseline models. For curiousness-based
systems, the authors selected the corresponding curiousness models: curiousness-
popularity model, curiousness-item-CF model, and curiousness-ranking-MF model
(Zhao and Lee 2016). The six models are first given 50 candidate items and eval-
uated at different levels of θ, the parameter in equation 3.20. Models then are
provided with 2 to 20 more historical items on top of the 50 candidates for evalu-
ation. Finally, the best performing ones out of each three models are selected for
further comparison with personalized discovery-oriented recommender systems.

Results

The first experiment compares the three metrics of all six models under different θ
selected for equation 3.20. At the same θ, ranking-MF model performed better than
item-CF model, which performed better than popularity model. Furthermore, given
the same θ, the curiousness based models performed better than the baseline models,
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even in terms of precision. As θ increases, most models’ performances improve as
well, with only the popularity based model not improving at all (Zhao and Lee 2016).
This is no surprise since novelty is the opposite of popularity. The most optimal θ is
found to be 1.0, meaning that the best performance happens when the optimization
is solely curiosity focused (Zhao and Lee 2016).

With θ at a fixed value, as the number of added candidates increases, most models’
performances improve as well, with curiosity-based models improve much more than
baseline models. Meanwhile, the performance differences across different curiosity-
based models decrease as more candidates are added (Zhao and Lee 2016).

Out of the six models, ranking-MF and curiousness-ranking-MF models are selected
to compare with a personalized parameter balancing recommender system (PPBRS).
Comparing ranking-MF with PPBRS, the authors found that despite PPBRS’s ability
to accommodate user’s novelty preference, it is limited in improving the predic-
tion precision (Zhao and Lee 2016). As PPBRS favors more in terms of novelty
improvement, some recommendations may not provide enough stimulus to some
users, while the same items can provide too much stimulus to others (Zhao and Lee
2016). Comparing PPBRS with curiousness-ranking-MF, the curiosity-based model
performed better in terms of both novelty and precision. This is a strong indication
that the proposed curiosity model is much better than the traditional personalized
discovery-oriented recommender systems.

3.2.7 Future Work and Concluding Remarks

Using the Wundt curve to model one’s curiosity as a probability distribution, this
paper is able to show us the potential of utilizing the behavioral and cognitive
features of the user to better approximate the user’s utility. As the authors point
out in the end of this paper, one of the main future research directions is to study
the incorporation of other discovery utilities, such as diversity, serendipity, integrate
curiosity, and social relationship (Zhao and Lee 2016).

As stated in the section 3.1.5, one can also go beyond the scope of picking existing
items, and instead create new items that are diverse and novel. In the next paper,
a group of researchers were able to utilize the information obtained in the latent
space to create diverse sets of novel items for recommendations.
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3.3 Generation Meets Recommendations

3.3.1 Introduction

Most recommender systems implemented and deployed today are only providing
recommendations based on all the existing items. However, many beyond-accuracy
objectives, such as novelty, are limited by the scope of available candidate items.
Without complicating the problem with sophisticated new ideas, such as the curi-
ousness introduced in the previous section, one can simply achieve higher beyond-
accuracy objectives by searching for recommendations in the set of all possible
items, existing or not. The idea sounds intuitive and promising, but without actually
knowing what the item is, it can be almost impossible to tell is a user will give it a
high rating or not.

To better utilize the idea of searching through all possible items, the authors of this
paper proposed to leverage the information in latent space obtained by learning
about the existing items (Vo and Soh 2018). In their proposed framework, each
item and user is first encoded by some encoder into a latent vector as its latent space
representation (Vo and Soh 2018). Then, the recommender system searches for
recommendations in the latent space by greedily solving a constraint optimization
problem, formally named "The Maximum Coverage Novel Itemset Problem (MCNIP)"
(Vo and Soh 2018). With the latent representations of recommendations found,
the recommender system will then reconstruct these latent vectors into a real item
through some decoder, and provide the reconstructed items as recommendations
(Vo and Soh 2018). The encoding/decoding process can either be in the form of a
linear projection, or a complicated neural network that can be learned through a
inference model (Vo and Soh 2018).

During the experiments, the authors were forced to construct their own dataset
due to the lack of industrial protocol on this type of problem/algorithm (Vo and
Soh 2018). The synthetic dataset consists of K groups of 5000 users, and within
each group a certain number of items are selected from a Gaussian distribution
centered at the constructed "ideal" item of that group (Vo and Soh 2018). Each user
will randomly rate 20 items in the following fashion: 1) if the item is in that user’s
group, the rating will the sum of a base rating and some random noise proportional
to the user’s distance to that item, 2) and if the item is not in that user’s group,
the user will give it a low rating directly (Vo and Soh 2018). After running both a
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linear model and a non-linear model on the same constructed dataset, the non-linear
model outperforms the linear model significantly (Vo and Soh 2018). Moreover, the
items generated by the non-linear model is closer to the ideal item in each group
than any existing item, meaning that the recommender system is indeed creating
novel items (Vo and Soh 2018).

To further test out the capability of the non-linear model, the authors selected an
art dataset and two movie dataset and compared the model performances against
conventional recommender systems, such as kNN-based recommender systems and
matrix factorization recommender systems (Vo and Soh 2018). When recommending
existing items, the non-linear model is performing on the same level of these conven-
tional systems (Vo and Soh 2018). When tasked to generate new items, the model
is able to produce some promising results (Vo and Soh 2018). However, without
human input and user study, the authors were unable to further evaluate whether
the newly generated artworks and movies are actually good recommendations or
not.

For future directions, the authors recommended to follow up on 1) adding a budget
constraint to the current framework and 2) incorporating human input to better
access the recommendations and facilitate the creative process (Vo and Soh 2018).
As for limitations, one of the biggest problems is that while the algorithm can
guarantee each user to be covered by one item, it is unable to show whether the
items are efficiently selected or not. Since the objective of the constraint optimization
framework is to maximize the total ratings, there might be cases where the systems
are selecting a couple of items that only cover one user simply because they yield
the highest ratings. Including a budget constraint may help to prevent this issue, but
much is left for discussion.

3.3.2 Motivation

Suffering from the same problem, most of the recommender systems introduced so
far are limited to improve the recommendation objectives and pick the best out of
all the existing items. In many domains, such as product designs, the competitive
market is constant in need of new ideas, and it will eventually force the marketing
value of existing products to decrease drastically over time. For example, in the auto
industry, very few models can maintain the same or similar design for more than
five years, and they usually don’t sell very well near the end of their cycles.
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However, this doesn’t mean that existing designs are of no use. In fact, as we now
see in our daily lives, the "appealing" new designs are often derivations from the
existing old designs with a few changes. From the marketing perspective, this is
because the old designs contain valuable information about what aspects of them
work, and what not. People are then able to learn their customers’ preferences from
this information, and combine the common characteristics into the next new designs.
The same logic can be applied to any recommender systems: there must be a way to
learn from the existing items, identify the highly rated features, and find a mixture
of those features to create new items for recommendations.

Hence, the main motivation is to find a recommender system that can learn from the
existing items and generate new items as recommendations to attract the highest
number of users possible.

3.3.3 Problem Formulation

As shown in the previous literature, most of the recommendation problems can be
formulated under a constrained optimization framework with a few modifications.
The main difference here is that instead of just searching through the existing
item catalog I, the recommender system is now picking items out of the set of all
possible items S, existing or not. Hence, in a user-item-rating setup for a top-K
recommendation problem, the general idea would be to find a set of K items, R,
from all possible items S that maximizes the total ratings while making sure each
user is covered by one item (Vo and Soh 2018). Whether a user is covered by an
item or not is then identified with variable covu,xi , where covu,xi is 1 only when the
user u rates the item xi over a certain threshold rτ (Vo and Soh 2018). Given a set of
users U and a user rating function r(u, xi) that maps to the real, this recommender
system problem can then be formulated as (Vo and Soh 2018):

arg max
R⊆S

∑
xi∈R

∑
u∈U

r(u, xi) · covu,xi

s.t. |R| = K∑
xi∈R

covu,xi = 1

However, there are two problems that make this impossible to solve. For one, the
set of all possible items S is now unknown, which means that searching for R
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exhaustively or greedily is no longer feasible (Vo and Soh 2018). And since the set of
all possible items is unknown, the user’s rating of an item, r(u, xi), is also unknown
(Vo and Soh 2018). Therefore, this constrained optimization system is unsolvable.

To deal with S being unknown, the authors decided to utilize the latent space Z to
represent items and users instead. Here, the key assumption is that given an item
xi ∈ Rp with p features, there exists an "encoder" function f : Rp → R|Z| and a
"decoder" function g : R|Z| → Rp such that an item xi can be transformed into a latent
space representation zxi via the encoder, and the latent space representation zxj

can be transformed back into an item xj (Vo and Soh 2018). With this assumption,
learning through the latent space is equivalent to learning the items in S themselves
(Vo and Soh 2018).

To deal with the rating function r(u, xi) being unknown, ratings are now measures
in the same latent space with a pre-specified rating function. With the latent
representations of an item, zxi , and the latent representation of a user, zu, the latent-
space rating function can be written as r̂(zu, zxi) (Vo and Soh 2018). Therefore, by
utilizing the latent space, the above problem formulation can be rewritten as the
following (Vo and Soh 2018):

Definition 4. The Maximum Coverage Novel Itemset Problem (MCNIP).
Let S be the set of all items, and let K be the number of recommendations to
provide. Given a latent space Z, let zu be the latent vector representation of
the user u, and let zxi be the latent vector representation of the item xi. Then
pick K items to form a recommendation list R, where R is the solution to

arg max
R⊆S

∑
xi∈R

∑
u∈U

r̂(zu, zxi) · covu,xi

s.t. |R| = K∑
xi∈R

covu,xi = 1

(3.25)
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3.3.4 Methodology

The high level workflow to solve the "Maximum Coverage Novel Itemset Problem" is
as follows (Vo and Soh 2018):

1. Encode each available items xi into its latent-space representation zxi through
an item encoder fS(xi), and encode each user u into its latent-space represen-
tation zu through a user encoder fU (u).

2. With each item xi encoded as zxi and each user u encoded as zu in the latent
space, and with a pre-specified latent-space rating function r̂(zu, zxi), obtain a
set of novel items in latent form, ZR, by solving the constraint optimization
problem, formulated as equation 3.25, using a greedy algorithm.

3. For each latent item zxi in ZR, reconstruct it into an actual item x̃i using a
decoder gS(zxi). Provide the reconstructed items as recommendations.

Fig. 3.3.: Framework for Solving the Maximum Coverage Novel Itemset Problem (MCNIP)
(Vo and Soh 2018)

This process can be visualized as figure 3.3. Fundamentally, there are three com-
ponents required to generate recommendations: item and user encoders, an item
decoder, and solving the constraint optimization problem. Conveniently, as the
authors of this paper pointed out, both the item encoder fS(xi) and the item decoder
gS(zxi) can be learned simultaneously by minimizing a proposed loss function, which
will be presented in the following section (Vo and Soh 2018). However, the literature
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does not provide a formalized approach to obtain the user’s latent representation
encoder fU (u). As for the pre-specified latent-space rating function r̂(zu, zxi), the
paper adopted the type of functions fr that map the dot product between the latent
space representations of an item and a user to a value as rating. Formally, this can
be written as (Vo and Soh 2018):

r̂(zu, zxi) = fr(zTu zxi) (3.26)

Encoding and Decoding Items

When encoding and decoding items, it is inevitable to experience information loss
in the process. Specifically, there are two aspects of this information loss: rating
loss and reconstruction loss (Vo and Soh 2018). Rating loss occurs when the
recommender system is trying to predict user u’s rating on item xi using their latent
representations and a pre-specified rating function, r̂(zu, zxi). During this process,
the rating inconsistency after encoding the items and users is considered as rating
loss (Vo and Soh 2018). Reconstruction loss happens when the latent items zxi are
reconstructed back into items x̃i using a decoder gS(zxi). During this process, the
feature value inconsistency between the reconstructed x̃i and the actual item xi is
considered as reconstruction loss (Vo and Soh 2018).

Hence, both item encoder and decoder can be learned simultaneously by minimizing
a loss function that combines both aspects of the information loss experienced in the
process. Formally, the loss function can be represented as (Vo and Soh 2018):

L = Lf + λ1 · Lg + λ2 ·Reg(fS , gS) (3.27)

where Lf is the rating loss of using encoder fS(xi), Lg the reconstruction loss of
using decoder gS(zxi), and Reg(fS , gS) the regularization terms for both the encoder
and the decoder to prevent overfitting. With the weight of Lf term normalized to
1, both λ1 and λ2 represent the weights of their corresponding terms in the loss
function.

To minimize the loss function, there needs to be some functional form of the
encoder and the decoders first. In this paper, the authors presented two types of
encoder/decoder: linear encoding/decoding, and non-linear encoding/decoding
with deep generative modeling (Vo and Soh 2018).
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Linear encoding and decoding is the same as projections. In other words, the
latent representation of an item can be obtained by applying a projection matrix
PZ onto the item vector xi, while the latent representation of an item zxi can be
reconstructed using a projection matrix PS . Formally, this can be written as (Vo and
Soh 2018):

fS(xi) = PZxi gS(zxi) = PSzxi (3.28)

With the functional forms established, the main task now is to learn what PZ and
PS are with all the observed ratings in the set OBS through the loss function, which
can now be written as (Vo and Soh 2018):

L =
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
`f (u, xi) + λ1`g(xi) + λ2(||PZ ||2F + ||PS ||2F ) (3.29)

where ||M ||2F as the regularizer terms denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix M ,
which equals

√∑
i

∑
j |Mi,j |2.

By component, `f (u, xi) is the rating loss, which can be calculated by (Vo and Soh
2018):

`f (u, xi) = ||ru,xi − fr(zTu PZxi)||22 (3.30)

Meanwhile, `g(xi) denotes the reconstruction loss, which, using cross-entropy, can
be formulated as (Vo and Soh 2018):

`g(xi) = −
p∑
j=1

xij log((PSPZxi)j) + (1− xij) log(1− (PSPZxi)j) (3.31)

where p is the number of features of an item xi, and subscript j is the jth feature
value of an item xi. Even though this is not explicitly mentioned in the literature, this
loss function L can be solved using either stochastic gradient descent or alternating
least squares, which are presented near the end of section 2.1.2.
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Non-linear encoding and decoding uses the same idea as linear encoding/decoding,
but instead of learning the project matrices, it now utilizes variational inference to
learn the encoder/decorder, which are now neural networks. The main objective
of non-linear encoding/decoding is to first find the parameters θ of the encoder fS
neural network that maximizes the expected log probability of the observed samples
(u, xi, ru,xi) under some general distribution of the samples, formulated as (Vo and
Soh 2018):

max
θ

E[log(pθ(u, xi, ru,xi))] = E[logEp(zxi )[p(ru,xi |zu, zxi)pθ(xi|gS(zxi))]] (3.32)

However, while the entire expectation is dependent on the latent representation
zxi within each component, it is also intractable since we have no prior data or
knowledge about the latent space at all (Vo and Soh 2018). Hence, this maximization
problem cannot be solved directly without knowing the probabilistic distribution of
zxi . To get around this issue, one needs to utilize an inference model qφ(zxi |xi) to
approximate p(zi) (Vo and Soh 2018). In this paper, assuming that item features are
independent of each other, the inference model is constructed as a multi-variable
normal, where (Vo and Soh 2018):

zxi ∼ N (µ = fµS (xi),Σ = diag(exp(fσS (xi))) (3.33)

Therefore, the encoder now can be obtained by learning fµS (xi) and fσS (xi). With
the approximation of the inference model, one can now sample some zxi given each
item xi using the inference model, and approximate the maximization problem in
3.32 with those samples. In other words, the problem can now be formulated again
into minimizing a loss function (Vo and Soh 2018):

L = −
∑

(u,xi)∈OBS
`(u, xi, ru,xi) (3.34)

where

`(u, xi, ru,xi) = [ 1
L

∑
l

log pθ(xi|z(l)
xi

) + log p(ru,xi |zu, z(l)
xi

)]− DKL[qφ(zxi |xi)||p(zi)]

(3.35)

where L is the number of zxi sampled from the distribution of 3.33, and DKL being
the KL-divergence of the two probabilistic distributions qφ(zxi |xi) and p(zi), which
measures how close two probabilistic distributions are (Vo and Soh 2018). The loss
function can again be solved using stochastic gradient descent, which is presented
in section 2.1.2.
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Latent Space Searching

With both the encoders and decoders obtained, the main focus of the problem now
becomes: how do we search the latent space and find the set of items that solves the
constrained optimization problem, formulated as equation 3.25? Directly solving
the constraint optimization problem of equation 3.25 is proved to be NP-hard, which
means there must be an alternative (Vo and Soh 2018). Fortunately, one can utilizes
a greedy algorithm to approximate the solution close to a ratio of 0.99 (Vo and
Soh 2018). And the algorithm is as follows: pick a candidate item in the latent
space that generates the highest total ratings from all currently uncovered users one
after another until all K many items are selected. These selected items can then be
reconstructed using the decoder and serve as recommendations.

3.3.5 Experiments and Results

To test the theoretical framework out, the authors implemented both a linear encod-
ing/decoding model and a non-linear encoding/decoding model using Variational
Autoencoder, as well as some traditional models, such as kNN and matrix factoriza-
tion recommender system, for comparison (Vo and Soh 2018).

As for the dataset, since this is a newly presented problem in the field, there is no
designated dataset to work on (Vo and Soh 2018). The authors instead constructed
a synthetic dataset with K user groups of 5000 users each (Vo and Soh 2018). For
each user group, a certain number of items with 20 features are selected from a
Gaussian distribution centered at some idea items of the corresponding user group
(Vo and Soh 2018). A user’s rating of an item is then generated by adding a noise
on top of the base rating if the item and the user are from the same group, or
by assigning a low rating directly if they are from different groups (Vo and Soh
2018). Finally, each user rates 20 randomly selected items (Vo and Soh 2018).
The model’s recommendations are then evaluated using root-mean-squared-error
(RMSE) between the generated items and the unobserved ideal items (Vo and Soh
2018).

To further find out the capability of the recommendation algorithm, the authors
also selected an artwork dataset, "MART", and two movie datasets, Movielens Tag
Genome and MovieLens-1M datasets, to see what novel items the recommender
system can generate (Vo and Soh 2018).
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Results

After applying the linear and non-linear models on the same synthetic dataset, the
authors found that the non-linear model significantly outperforms the linear model
in terms of RMSE (Vo and Soh 2018). Furthermore, the non-linear model is able to
generate items that are closer to the constructed idea item than any other existing
items, which proves that the non-linear model is indeed generated novel yet ideal
items instead of recreating existing items (Vo and Soh 2018).

For the other datasets, the non-linear model is as good as kNN and matrix factor-
ization recommender systems in terms of recommending existing items (Vo and
Soh 2018). When tasked to generate new items, the non-linear model is capable of
generating novel items that does not exist in the dataset before (Vo and Soh 2018).
However, since there is no user study conducted, the newly generated items were
not evaluated in the experiments. Hence, the authors were only able to consider
them as promising in the end of the expriment section (Vo and Soh 2018).

3.3.6 Future Work and Concluding Remarks

There are several future work directions presented in the paper. One of the biggest
directions, which is also mentioned in many other papers, is the incorporation of
human input and feedback (Vo and Soh 2018). In the experiment section, the
recommender system was able to generate many new movies that no one has ever
done before. But without someone actually producing those movies, one may never
know if the generated movies are good recommendations or not. With only the
synthetic data constructed by the authors, it is hard to know whether the algorithm
is as capable in the real life setting as well.

Another direction is to add budget constraint to the MCNIP framework (Vo and Soh
2018). As proposed in section 3.3.3, the current constraint optimization problem
does not involve any budget constraint at all. However, the cost of production is a
crucial factor in real-life decision making, and even if a generated item may seem
promising, it might not be feasible due to the high cost. As the authors stated in
the paper, it will inevitably be a challenge to introduce a budget constraint while
maintaining the computational efficiency of the algorithm (Vo and Soh 2018).
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As for limitations, there are several as well. The most obvious drawback of the
MCNIP framework is that it requires each user to be covered by one item in the list
of K many recommendations (Vo and Soh 2018). However, since the objective is to
maximize the total ratings, it is possible that the system is selecting some items that
only covers one user in order to achieve a higher total rating. In other words, there
is no component in the proposed framework that can tell if the items are selected to
cover all the users efficiently. It is possible to solve this by introducing some budget
constraint, but much is left to be discussed.
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3.4 Preference-Based Evaluation Measure for Diversity
and Novelty

3.4.1 Introduction

To counter the drawbacks of generalizing the dependencies of an item’s relevance
both to different users and to another item’s relevance, many introduced the notion
of subtopics (or tags) to featurize the item, and proposed novelty measure such as
α-nDCG, a novelty measurement that rewards newly discovered items, to avoid the
high similarity between items in a recommendation list (Chandar and Carterette
2013). However, it is generally hard to collect all the potential subtopics for all the
items, and these measures usually require many parameters for calculation (Chandar
and Carterette 2013). Furthermore, these measurements are built on the assumption
that all subtopics are independent of each other, which is not true in reality (Chandar
and Carterette 2013). Last but not least, these measurements tend to ignore the
preference differences across different users (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

To deal with the issues identified above, this paper proposes a preference-based nov-
elty measure that 1) captures the subtopics implicitly, 2) takes the dependencies of
each subtopic into account, and 3) requires few parameters (Chandar and Carterette
2013). The authors then conducted several experiments using a web-page dataset
"ClueWed09", and, using Kendall’s τ metric, compared the correlations between the
proposed measurement and some traditional measurements such as α-nDCG, both
trained on various types of user profiles (Chandar and Carterette 2013). The results
show that 1) the proposed measurement is is similar to the traditional measure-
ments like α-nDCG and ERRIA, and 2) the correlation between the measurements
of models using TREC profile and a mix of different user profiles are below the
necessary threshold, meaning that the proposed method is able to differentiate users’
preferences (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

Some of the future directions include 1) conducting an actual crowd-sourced ex-
periment instead of off-line evaluation and 2) using the conditional utility in a
learning-to-rank model (Chandar and Carterette 2013). As for limitations, as shown
in one section of the experiment, it can be hard for the measurement to highly
correlate to the traditional measurements without a sufficient amount of preferences
collected, which is a realistic issue.
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3.4.2 Motivation

Traditional recommender systems function under two principle assumptions: 1) the
relevance of an item is the same across all users, and 2) the relevance of all item
are independent of each other (Chandar and Carterette 2013). As many researchers
noticed later on, these two assumptions failed to penalize the redundancy of a
recommendation list, which can hurt the overall novelty as well (Chandar and
Carterette 2013). To solve these issues, a new methodology based on subtopics
was introduced, where the hidden information of each query is broken down into
several subtopics instead (Chandar and Carterette 2013). In this framework, people
have provided many ways to measure novelty, one of the most popular one being α-
nDCG. α-nDCG is a measurement of novelty that rewards newly discovered subtopics
and penalizes redundant subtopics that’s similar to a user’s history (Chandar and
Carterette 2013). Consider a set of subtopics ST = {s1, ..., sm} and an ordered
recommendation list Ru = {x1, ..., xk}, where the subscript of an item xi represents
the rank of it. Then, the discounted α-nDCG of this recommender list Ru can be
formulated as (Chandar and Carterette 2013):

α− nDCG(Ru) =
∑
xi∈Ru

G[xi]
log2(1 + i) where G[xi] =

∑
sj∈ST

(1− α)csj ,xi−1 (3.36)

where csj ,xi is the number of appearances of subtopic sj in all the items up to (and
including) xi. In other words, let s ∈ xk denote a subtopic s appears in item xk, we
have

csj ,xi =
i∑

k=1

∑
s∈xk

1[s = sj ] (3.37)

However, measurements such as α-nDCG have their own drawbacks: they fail to
take into account many other factors that may influence a user’s preference, which
are not specified by the author, and the measurements can’t deal with multiple
users (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Furthermore, measurements as such require
lots of parameters, as seen clearly from the formulation of α-nDCG, and they are
formulated based on the assumption that subtopics are independent of each other,
which, in reality, is not true (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Hence, this paper is
motivated to find a preference-based novelty measurement to that can capture the
subtopics implicitly, account for their dependency, and require few parameters.
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3.4.3 Methodology

In this paper, the author proposed a two-step method for novelty evaluation. The first
step is to form a collection of two types of preference judgements before evaluation
(Chandar and Carterette 2013). After data collection, one can proceed to the second
step, where these preferences are used to evaluate the "utility accumulation" of a
given list of recommendations (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

Pre-evaluation

To provide the necessary information for the evaluation framework, one needs to
collect two types of preference judgements: 1) pairwise judgement, which represents
a user’s preference between two items xi and xj; 2) conditional pairwise judgement,
also called triplets, which represents a user’s preference between two items xi
and xj provided another item xk (Chandar and Carterette 2013). In a music
recommendation setting, the conditional pairwise judgement can be interpreted as
which one of the two songs the user would like to listen to next after he or she just
listened to a third song. The reason to collect the conditional preference judgement
is to avoid the stalemate where two identical documents, equally preferred in their
own pairwise judgement, are tied in the final ranking (Chandar and Carterette
2013).

Evaluation Strategy

In the preference-based evaluation model, the author takes the idea of utility from
economics as a representation of a user’s preference to a specific item. To address
the issue of item recommendation dependence, the key assumption here is that
the utility of an item xi is dependent on the set of items ranked before xi. Let Ru
be a recommendation list, and Ri be the set of items ranked before xi. Then the
normalized utility accumulation model is formulated as (Chandar and Carterette
2013):

nPrf(Ru) = Prf(Ru)
Prf∗(Ru) =

∑|Ru|
rk=1 P (rk)

∑rk
i=1 U(xi|Ri)

Prf∗(Ru) (3.38)
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There are three parts of this formula. The first part being P (rk), which is the
probability that a user stops looking for recommendations at given rk many recom-
mendations (Chandar and Carterette 2013). This can be calculated in 3 possible
ways: Rank Biased Precision (PRBP (rk)), nDCG (PDCG(rk)), and Reciprocal Rank
(PRR(rk)) (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

P (rk) =


PRBP (rk) = (1− θ)rk−1 θ where θ ∈ (0, 1)

PDCG(rk) = 1
log2(rk+1) −

1
log2(rk+2)

PRR(rk) = 1
rk(rk+1)

(3.39)

The second part of the formulation is the conditional utility of xi given the set of
already ranked items Ri. Given the rank of item xi, the conditional utility can be
decomposed into (Chandar and Carterette 2013)

U(xi|Ri) =


U(xi) if i = 1

U(xi|xi−1) if i = 2

min({U(xi|xj)}i−1
j=1) or 1

i−1
∑i−1
j=1 U(xi|xj) otherwise

(3.40)

where 1) the utility of a single item U(xi) can be computed by the fraction of pairs
that xi is more preferred to the other item out of all pairs, 2) the utility of one item
given another item U(xi|xj) can be computed as the fraction of triplets where xi
is preferred provided xj out of all triplets provided xj . As for the cases where the
item is not the firstly or secondly rated item, the author provided two possible ways
to compute the conditional utility: 1) take the minimum of all possible conditional
utility given each item xj ranked before xi or 2) take the average of all conditional
utilities (Chandar and Carterette 2013). As seen later in the experiment section, the
choice here doesn’t affect the final result at all.

The third part is the optimal utility score Prf∗(Ru), which can obtained by a greedy
algorithm: take the item with the highest utility U(xi), whose computation process
is explained earlier; take the next item xj with the highest conditional utility given
xi, U(xi|xj); take the next item with the highest conditional utility given both xi

and xj , and so on so forth (Chandar and Carterette 2013). The purpose of dividing
by the optimal utility score is to normalize the Prf value of Ru so that one can
compare this metric across recommendation lists of different sizes.
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3.4.4 Experiments and Results

The experiments used the English-only subset of ClueWeb09 dataset, a dataset with
one billion web pages in ten languages (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Within the
subset, 150 queries have been developed and judged for the TREC Web track, with
the number of subtopics for each query ranges from 3 to 8 (Chandar and Carterette
2013). For the diversity task, each subtopic’s relevance to the documents as well
as the general topical relevance are provided beforehand (Chandar and Carterette
2013). As baseline comparison models, the experiments also used the performance
metrics of 48 systems submitted to TREC on the same dataset and queries as well.

As for user profiles, the author created user profiles for experiments by simulating
search scenarios for each query and identifying subtopics relevant to the scenario
(Chandar and Carterette 2013). Given these user profiles, the pairwise preference is
then determined by the document with more subtopics relevant to a user’s profile
(Chandar and Carterette 2013). In case of a tie between two documents, the system
will randomly pick one of the two documents (Chandar and Carterette 2013). For
a triplet, the conditional pairwise preference is determined by the document with
more subtopics both relevant to a user’s profile and not included in the document
provided beforehand (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

With the data set up, the author first chose the TREC user profile and ran a com-
bination of models, each using one of the three stopping probability formulas in
3.10 and one of the two conditional utility formulas in 3.11. The size of the rec-
ommendation list Ru is fixed at 20, and the performances of these models are then
compared to those 48 baseline models mentioned before. Afterwards, the author
ran a few more models with parameters unspecified on the newly created user
profiles, and compared their performances against both the 48 baseline models and
the preference-based model with TREC user profile as well. Finally, to simulate
situations where not all preferences are collected, the author randomly selected N
triplets for five sampled user profiles, where one of the three documents in each
triplet is randomly selected to be the conditional document provided beforehand.
This process is then repeated 10 times for each topic, and the model’s performance
is again compared to the baseline TREC models.
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Results

Even though the diversity performance score of models using the proposed measure-
ment is generally around 0.1 to 0.2 lower than those using α-nDCG, the correlation
between the two measurements are high (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Using
Kendall’s τ , a method to compare the correlations between two measurements,
models using all but nDCG stopping probability PDCG generally have a Kendall’s τ
value above 0.9 with conventional metrics such as α-nDCG and ERRIA, indicating
high correlations and similarities (Chandar and Carterette 2013). Furthermore, the
correlations between measurements using minimum for the conditional utility and
those using average is close to 1, meaning that there’s no fundamental difference
choosing on over the other (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

In the case of multiple user profiles, the author found that the measurement for each
user profile is still highly correlated with α-nDCG. However, the Kendall’s τ value
between the mix of user profiles and the TREC profile is below 0.9, meaning that the
rankings are different across different profiles. This confirms the author’s hypothesis
that different users can express different preferences in this preference-based ranking
model (Chandar and Carterette 2013).

Finally, when given more preferences, the model’s correlation with α-nDCG in-
creases, but it never reaches 0.9. However, according to the author, there are two
possible explanations: 1) the user profiles are not evenly represented in the added
preferences, and 2) the added preferences are less than 5% of the total possible
triplets of 100 documents (Chandar and Carterette 2013). As the added preferences
reach a significant number, the author is expected to see the correlation value climb
over 0.9.

3.4.5 Future Work Directions

As for future research directions, the author proposed two possibilities. One is to
conduct an actual crowd-sourced assessment to verify the fact that this preference-
based measurement is better than the traditional measurements (Chandar and
Carterette 2013). The other direction is to use the conditional utilities (the triplets)
to train a learning-to-rank novelty recommender system, since many are using
pairwise preferences as input already.
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3.4.6 Concluding Remarks

One of the biggest limitations of this evaluation measure is the collection of pref-
erences and user profiles. As seen in the last part of the experimental result, with
only a small fraction of preferences given, the model is not performing as well as the
author claimed. Even though no more than 5% of the combinations are given, the
model is still getting about 5,000 to 7,000 preferences, which is a considerably large
number. In the settings where fewer than 2,000 preferences are known, I’m not
quite as confident about this system as the author. Nonetheless, this paper provides
a meaningful step towards formulating a new evaluation metric that can better
approximate a user’s utility of the recommendations.

3.5 Literature Review Conclusion

In the literature review section above, three papers are presented to deal with the
accuracy overloading problem using both simple and complex beyond-accuracy
objectives, while the last paper focuses on developing a relatively simple yet effective
evaluation measure for recommendation diversity and novelty. Although the exact
algorithms may not be used for the purpose of this project, they do offer many
great ideas on how to proceed with a recommender system used for scientific
explorations.

Throughout the first three papers presented above, the one major theme is that
most of the recommendation problems can be solved as constraint optimization
models using a common greedy algorithm (see 3.1.3). And with the introduction of
other beyond-accuracy objectives, one needs to balance the contributions between
recommendation accuracy and those beyond-accuracy aspects of the recommenda-
tions as well. In other words, the recommender systems’ tasks can be considered as
greedily optimizing an aggregated objective function with several different compo-
nents. These components can be accuracy driven or beyond-accuracy related, and,
depending on the implementation intention and deployment environment, they can
be weighted equally or differently. This provides the bare-bone structure to build a
recommender system for scientific explorations.

The second biggest component of these three papers is recommender systems that
utilizes the latent space, such as matrix factorization models. In the experiments
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conducted above, complex models that work with information in the latent space
tend to show promising performances compared to other models. Furthermore, when
the dimensions of the actual search space is large, leveraging the latent space can
effectively reduce the dimensions of the search space for the recommender systems,
which can subsequently reduce the model’s computational complexity. However, as
previously mentioned in the background section, since there will essentially be only
one user for each scientific project, these models may not be as effective as they
are in some other settings. Nonetheless, this will be further tested in the upcoming
spring semester.

As for the last paper on evaluation, the biggest takeaway is that evaluating beyond-
accuracy objectives can both be absolute and relative/conditional. In other words, it
is crucial to look at the recommendations’ beyond-accuracy qualities with respect to
both the entire known dataset and the previous recommendations. For example, in
a simple setting where novelty/serendipity is solely measured based on an item’s
distance to another, it is important to look at the distance between the item and the
entire catalog, and the distance between that item and the previous recommended
items. In many cases where recommendation qualities like diversity and novelty are
always required, the relative measurements are sometimes more pivotal than the
general absolute evaluation metrics.

As we approach the end of the literature review section, I would like to use these
state-of-the-art methodologies as a guideline and now introduce a proposed solutions
using dual-objective constraint optimization recommender system.
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4
Implementing and Assessing the
Dual-Objective Recommender System

4.1 Introduction

As a quick recap, traditional recommender systems generally suffer from accuracy
overloading problem, where recommendations can be overly similar to one another.
For scientific explorations, recommendations need to be not only accurate, but also
diverse and novel at the same time. Methods such as matrix factorization may
benefit from learning and matching different user profiles, which can implicitly
include some beyond-accuracy objectives. However, they won’t be able to leverage
the same benefits anymore, since one recommender system is implemented for
one exploration project, which is then considered as only one user. Therefore,
beyond-accuracy objectives must be explicitly introduced and implemented within
the recommender systems to solve the accuracy overloading problem for scientific
exploration purposes.

As seen in the literature review chapter, there are two ways to design this rec-
ommender system. One is to adopt a generative approach and create accurate
recommendations that are diverse and novel in the first place. This approach is likely
to be more effective and efficient when the search space is vast and continuous,
and it can potentially produce some interesting results. But for many projects, the
search space is rather discrete, which can make the generative approach an overkill.
Therefore, I opted for the second approach, a top-K dual-objective recommender
system framework used for scientific explorations.
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4.2 General Framework

A dual-objective top-K recommender system for scientific explorations can be mod-
eled as a constraint optimization problem in the following way:

Definition 5. Suppose K items are needed for scientific discoveries. Let
α ∈ [0, 1]. Given a set of candidate recommendations C in the item catalog I,
where |C| ≥ K, the recommender system provides a list of K recommenda-
tions R, where

R = arg max
R⊂C

α·
( ∑
xi∈R

rel(xi)
)

+ (1− α) · obj(R)

s.t. |R| = K

(4.1)

where rel(xi) is the recommendation relevance/accuracy of xi, and obj(R)
the beyond-accuracy objective, which can be a single or weighted average of
several different objectives.

The weight parameter α can be decided through validation with some appropriate
evaluation procedures, which will be discussed in the experiment section below. The
algorithm to solve this constraint optimization model is the same greedy algorithm
introduced in section 3.1.3. Even though there is no explicit proof that the algorithm
is the optimal method, various works (e.g., the result from latent space searching
in section 3.3.4) have shown that this greedy approach can offer a near-perfect
approximation (Kaminskas and Bridge 2016).

Since each scientific project can come from different domains and have different
objectives, it is hard to explain the general framework in details without a specific
context. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, I decided to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed framework by recommending desirable chemical
reactions for the Dark Reactions Project. In the following sections, I will first explain
the basic setup for the experiments, which includes an overview of the Dark Reactions
Project and the dual-objective optimization formula’s general configuration. Later,
I’ll go into more details of the purpose, the input data composition, the evaluation
metric, and the procedure for each of the two experiment stages: offline experiments
and live experiments.
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4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Dark Reactions Project Overview

Before stepping into the details of the experiments, it is crucial to have a clear
understanding of the Dark Reactions Project and its data that the experiments will
be using. The Dark Reactions Project is a collaborative effort of many top institutions
to learn from historical experimental data using different deep learning models
and efficiently conduct successful reactions without the conventional amount of
trial-and-error. The item catalog inherited from the Dark Reactions Project consists
of around three million possible reactions involving around twenty different amines,
a type of chemical compound.

There are two broad categories to separate the three million reactions: historical
reactions with known outcome, and unknown reactions that have never been con-
ducted before. Each historical reaction is represented by fifty-one numerical features
and four descriptive features. One of the four descriptive features is an integer score
in the range of 1 to 4 to indicate the produced crystal quality. A score of 1 means
that the reaction was unable to produce a crystal, while a score of 4 means that
produced crystal is large and stable. Since chemists are more in favor of reactions
rated 4, the ratings have now gradually simplified to a binary system: 1 for success
or 0 for failure. A reaction of score 4 is considered a successful reaction, while
other reactions with a score of 3 or below will be marked as failed/unsuccessful.
To incorporate other components of the Dark Reactions Project, I will utilize the
simplified binary rating system of success or failure for this experiment.

On the other hand, unknown reactions are remaining reactions that have never
been selected or conducted throughout the project. Therefore, these reactions are
not given any scores since they have no known outcomes. However, with the help
of PLATIPUS, a machine learning model of the project, one can easily obtain the
predicted outcomes and the corresponding probabilities of the unknown reactions.
As of now, the model can predict whether this reaction will and how likely it
will be successful (i.e., produce a crystal rated 4) as its predicted outcomes and
probability.

Another way to categorize the reactions, which will be referenced below, is by phases.
Currently, there are three phases for the Dark Reactions Project: phase 1, where
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reactions of sixteen amines with known outcomes are used to train and cross-validate
PLATIPUS; phase 2, where reactions of three amines with known outcomes are used
to test the PLATIPUS model trained on the phase 1 reactions; and phase 3, where
unknown reactions of the remaining amines are used to conduct live experiment
testing. These phases will later be referenced to explain the dataset compositions of
each experimental stage.

4.3.2 Optimization Formula Configurations - Relevance

Conventionally, recommendation relevance is based on predicted user ratings. A
relevant recommendation, such as a good movie or a good album, should receive
a high rating from the user. However, in the scientific exploration setting, there is
only one user, and the rating can be objective. As mentioned in the literature review
section, using the traditional recommender system, such as a matrix factorization
model, to provide a baseline prediction may not work quite as well as in the multi-
user settings. Therefore, recommendation relevance should be replaced with some
alternatives that can represent the basic user satisfaction of the recommendations.

For this experiment, I decided to incorporate the predicted success probability
from the PLATIPUS model (i.e., the predicted probability that the reaction will
be successful) as recommendation relevance. This is consistent with the fact that
relevance should represent how satisfied the user is with the recommendations. In
other words, since most chemists prefer reactions with a score of 4, the probability
of a reaction producing a valid and stable crystal can indirectly represent how well
the reaction fits the needs of the chemists.

4.3.3 Optimization Formula Configurations - Serendipity

The main goal for the Dark Reactions Project is to accelerate the discovery of new
chemical crystals by efficiently picking the best chemical reactions to conduct in an
experiment. Therefore, the beyond-accuracy objectives here should include both
recommendation diversity and novelty. However, as stated in the background section,
there is only one user for the recommender system under the current context. As
tempting as it may seem, novelty is not a feasible objective anymore as it is based
on popularity, which by definition requires more than one user.
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To solve this issue, I decided to replace novelty with serendipity, which, as explained
in the literature review section, is novelty with an element of surprise. It not
only can capture the novelty aspect of recommendations, but is also an item-based
metric, which avoids the issue of having only one user. Meanwhile, as presented in
section 3.1.1, recommendation diversity and serendipity can both be measured using
some form of distance or similarity between two reactions. The closer the distance
or the more similar two reactions are, the less diversity and serendipity there is
between the two reactions. Therefore, it is obvious that recommendation serendipity
and diversity are positively correlated. As serendipity increases, diversity will also
increase correspondingly. Since it can represent both recommendation novelty and
diversity, the appropriate beyond-accuracy objective for the Dark Reactions Project
can be further distilled down to recommendation serendipity only.

As stated in the final conclusion of the literature review section, there are sev-
eral aspects of recommendation serendipity that needs considering. The inner-list
serendipity of a recommendation list R can be just as important as the inter-list
serendipity of the same recommendation list with respect to the observed reactions
OBS. Furthermore, different research projects may require some level of serendipity
with respect to previous recommendations as well, which can be called inter-list
serendipity with respect to the set of previous recommendations, R′.

Therefore, the overall serendipity of a recommendation list must consist of at least
two components: inter-list serendipity with respect to all observed reactions, and
inner-list serendipity within the recommendation list itself. For cases where there
may be previous rounds of recommendations, the objective functions may include
inter-list serendipity with respect to the previous recommendations as well. Formally,
this can be formulated as:

SRY (R) = λ1 · SRY (OBS,R) + λ2 · SRY (R,R) + λ3 · SRY (R′, R) (4.2)

where λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. Here, SRY denotes serendipity. In equation 4.2, R is the
current list of recommendations. SRY (OBS,R) is the serendipity of R with respect
to all known reactions OBS, SRY (R,R) is the inner-list serendipity of R, and, if
available, SRY (R′, R) is the serendipity of R with respect to the list of previous
recommendations R′. λ1 and λ2 can be any real numbers in the range of [0, 1],
which represent the weights on each individual component. For the purpose of this
experiment, I will mainly be focusing on the former two component, SRY (OBS,R)
and SRY (R,R). The inter-list serendipity with respect to previous recommendations,
SRY (R′, R), will be left for future works, which means that λ3 = 0.
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For the experiments, I will compare two different serendipity measurements: Eu-
clidean distance based and cosine similarity based serendipity. The general idea
is the same regardless of the serendipity components: take the average of K rec-
ommended reaction xi’s serendipity values, where each reaction xi’s serendipity is
calculated as the minimum serendipity value to each reaction xj in the comparison
list (xj 6= xi), whether it’s the list of observed reactions OBS or the recommendation
list R itself. All serendipity measurements will be normalized into the range of [0, 1]
to prevent them from dominating the recommendation relevance in the optimization
formula.

Euclidean Distance

Since serendipity can be measured in the form of distance, the simplest form of an
effective measurement would be based on Euclidean distances. Given that Euclidean
distances are always non-negative, they can be normalized into the range of [0, 1] by
applying the hyperbolic tangent function, tanh.

However, the raw Euclidean distances can be quite large since there are 51 numerical
features for each reaction. To prevent the normalized results clustering near 1
after applying the hyperbolic tangent function, the Euclidean distances will first
be divided by the dimension of each reaction vector (i.e., the number of features)
before normalization. Hence, given a vector xi ∈ Rn, the inner-list serendipity of R
can be formulated as

SRY (R,R) = 1
|R|

∑
xi∈R

min
xj∈R\{xi}

{ tanh
( ||xi − xj ||

n

)
} (4.3)

and the inter-list serendipity can be formulated as:

SRY (OBS,R) = 1
|R|

∑
xi∈R

min
xj∈OBS

{ tanh
( ||xi − xj ||

n

)
} (4.4)

where ||xi|| is the scalar of vector xi, and

tanh(x) = ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(4.5)
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Complement of Cosine Similarity

As stated in section 3.1.1, the complement of cosine similarity can be used to measure
the serendipity of a recommendation list R. Since the range for the general cosine
similarity, cos(θ), is [−1, 1], it is necessary to normalize it into the range of [0, 1] by
applying 1

2(1− cos(θ)). Hence, the inner-list serendipity of R can be formulated as

SRY (R,R) = 1
|R|

∑
xi∈R

min
xj∈R\{xi}

{
1
2 −

1
2 ·

xi · xj
||xi|| · ||xj ||

}
(4.6)

where ||xi|| is the scalar of the reaction vector xi. Meanwhile, the inter-list serendip-
ity can be formulated as:

SRY (OBS,R) = 1
|R|

∑
xi∈R

min
xj∈OBS

{
1
2 −

1
2 ·

xi · xj
||xi|| · ||xj ||

}
(4.7)

With the experiment data and optimization formula in place, we now move on to the
two experimental stages: offline experiments for validation, and live experiments
for testing.

4.3.4 Offline Experiments

Purpose

Before testing the recommendation framework in a live experiment setting, it is
crucial to conduct offline experiments, which uses existing knowledge to validate
and verify several hypotheses. In the current setting, conducting offline experiments
can help to select the best configuration for the recommender system, which includes
the serendipity measurement form, the weight on recommendation relevance α,
and the balance between different serendipity components, λ1 and λ2. Since the
recommender system is not learning to adjust its parameters, there’s no training
involved in this stage of experiments. Hence, the purpose of offline experiments is
validation only.
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Data

As seen in section 4.3.3, recommender system requires two components, observed
reactions and candidate reactions, to correctly measure recommendation serendipity.
For offline experiment stage, there will be three different two-component datasets,
which will also be referred to as grids. All of the three grids share the same successful
phase 1 reactions of sixteen training/cross-validation amines drawn from a uniform
random distribution as the observed reactions. As for candidate reactions, each
grid will have a different set of phase 1 reactions that uses one of the three phase
2 testing amines as the candidate reactions. Those reactions should come from a
uniform random distribution as well.

As for recommendation relevance, since the current version of PLATIPUS has trained
on the candidate reactions before, it can’t be used again to predict the success proba-
bilities of the same reactions. Instead, under the assumption that a reaction’s success
probability should be positively correlated with the quality of its final outcome, its
recommendation relevance can be simulated as a combination of a base probability
varied by the actual outcome of this reaction, plus a random noise ε drawn from a
standard normal distribution. For a candidate reaction xi, this can be illustrated in
formula form as:

r̂el(xi) = p(sxi) + 0.03 · ε (4.8)

Here, sxi is the actual outcome crystal score of the reaction ranging from 1 to 4, as
mentioned in the previous sections. A reaction rated 4 will have a base probability
p(sxi = 4) = 90%; a reaction rated 3 will have a base probability p(sxi = 3) = 65%;
a reaction rated 2 will have a base probability p(sxi = 2) = 40%; and a reaction
rated 1 will have a base probability p(sxi = 1) = 15%. The reason for choosing these
base probabilities is that these base numbers are close to what PLATIPUS would
predict given reactions from 1 to 4. Finally, as mentioned before, the noise ε is
drawn from a standard normal distribution, with the coefficient in front to keep the
overall probability within [0, 1].
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Evaluation Metrics

To properly assess the performance of each configuration, there are in total three
ways to evaluate recommendation qualities.

1. Percentage of successful recommended reactions. Since the main purpose of
the Dark Reactions Project is to find successful reaction, recommendations can
be evaluated based on the percentage of successful recommended reactions,
i.e., percentage of recommended reactions rated 4.

2. Recommendation serendipity. On top of recommendation accuracy, which is
represented by the percentage of successful recommended reactions, recom-
mendations should also be judged by their serendipity values. Given a list of
recommendations R, the serendipity value should be

SRY (R) = λ1SRY (OBS,R) + λ2SRY (R,R) (4.9)

where λ1 and λ2 should be the same values used to recommend the reactions.

3. Dual-objective quality score. Finally, to see which set of parameters, especially
which serendipity measurement form, can simultaneously achieve both high
serendipity and high relevance, recommendations will be evaluated based
on a dual-objective quality score, which is a combination of both percentage
of successful recommendations and overall serendipity. After normalizing
the two components separately, simply take the average of the two as the
dual-objective score of K recommendations. Given a list of recommended
reactions R, this can be formulated as

DOS(R) = 1
2 ·

max{PS} − PS(R)
max{PS} −min{PS} + 1

2 ·
max{SRY } − SRY (R)

max{SRY } −min{SRY }
(4.10)

where DOS stands for dual-objective quality score, PS stands for percentage
of successful reactions, and SRY stands for serendipity. The point of normal-
ization here is to see the contribution towards peak values of each component
rather than the raw value. This can better reflect how well the parameters
are handling the trade-offs between recommendation accuracy/relevance and
serendipity. Note that the min/max value of either PS or SRY should be the
min/max of all values evaluated for the same candidate amine.
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Experiment Procedure

A standard procedure for one offline experiment is as follows:

1. First, initialize the recommender system with a input grid of the format de-
scribed in the data section: out of all the phase 1 reactions drawn from a
uniform random distribution, the successful reactions using the sixteen training
and cross-validation amines are used as observed reactions, while all reactions
using one of the three testing amines will be used as candidate reactions.
Simulate the predicted success probability by the score of each candidate.

2. Next, set up the optimization formula by picking an α value as the weight
on recommendation relevance, a λ1 value as the weight on serendipity with
respect to observed reactions (inter-list serendipity), and a form of serendipity
measurement. The weight on serendipity within the recommendation list itself
(inner-list serendipity), λ2, should equal 1− λ1. Both λ1 and α ∈ R must be a
multiple of 0.05 in the range of [0, 1]. The serendipity measurement must be
either the Euclidean distance or the complement of cosine similarity.

3. Then, calculate all pair-wise serendipity beforehand. This includes all serendip-
ity values between each observed reaction and each candidate reactions, as
well as serendipity between every two candidate reactions. The observed-
candidate serendipity values and the candidate-candidate serendipity values
will then be normalized separately before recommendation. This is to prevent
one type of serendipity from dominating the other.

4. Once all serendipity values are obtained, run the greedy algorithm provided in
section 3.1.3 to recommend 20 candidate reactions.

5. Finally for evaluation, the recommendations will be judged in three different
ways: percentage of successful reactions, recommendation serendipity, and
dual-objective quality score, as described in the evaluation metrics section.

After all offline experiments are completed and evaluated, one should be able
to obtain the better serendipity measurement form, as well as several relevance
coefficients α and several inter-list serendipity coefficients λ1 that provide recom-
mendations with the highest dual-objective quality scores. These parameters will be
used for the next stage: live experiments.
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4.3.5 Live Experiments

Purpose

To properly demonstrate the performance of the proposed recommender system
framework, I’ll also be conducting a live experiment, where the recommended can-
didate reactions will be sent to a chemistry lab for produced crystal ratings. The
purpose of this stage is to first find the best parameter set with the best recommen-
dations out of all combinations selected from the offline experiment stage. Once
the best set of recommendations is selected, it is then used to showcase the advan-
tages/disadvantages of the newly proposed framework by comparing it to two other
sets of candidate reactions: one set of randomly selected reactions as baseline, and
one set of reactions recommended from an accuracy-focused recommender system,
which is simulated by picking the candidate reactions with the highest predicted
success probabilities.

Data

Similar to the offline stage, the live experiment stage will use a two-part grid for
recommendations as well. In addition to the observed reactions used in the offline
stage, all successful phase 1 reactions drawn from a uniform random distribution
using the three phase 2 testing amines will also be used as the observed reactions,
which makes it nineteen amines in total. As for the candidate reactions, all possible
reactions of one phase 3 live-experiment amine will run through a PLATIPUS model
for outcomes and probability predictions. These reactions will then be sorted by the
predicted success probability in descending order, and only the top two thousand
reactions will be candidates, with the predicted probability from PLATIPUS as their
recommendation relevance values. Out of those two thousand candidates, the top K
reactions will be used to simulate reactions recommended by an accuracy-focused
recommender system, where K is equal to the number of reactions recommended
by the proposed system.
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Evaluation Metrics

After validations and evaluations in the offline experiment stage, there should be
several sets of α, λ1, and λ2 selected for the live experiment stage. Similar to the
offline stage, each set of reactions recommended during this stage will be evaluated
in three different ways: 1) percentage of successful recommended reactions, 2)
overall serendipity, and 3) dual-objective quality score of all recommended reactions.
However, instead of normalizing the two components of the dual-objective quality
score as shown in equation 4.9, the live stage will directly take the average of the
raw values. In other words, DOS(R) = 1

2PS(R) + 1
2SRY (R). This is because,

with only one grid and one serendipity measurement form, there won’t be any
cross-comparisons among several amines or several serendipity measures. Hence, it
is sufficient to represent the recommendation performances using the raw values.

As the second part of the live experiment stage, the set of recommended reactions
with the highest dual-objective quality score will then be compared to one full plate
of ninety-six randomly selected candidate reactions, and a set of twenty candidate
reactions with the highest predicted probabilities. These three sets will be evaluated
in the following ways.

1. Percentage of successful recommended reactions.

2. Serendipity of successful recommended reactions, using the measurement
form selected from the offline experiments.

3. Shannon entropy based serendipity of successful recommended reactions.
Since reusing either Euclidean distance based or cosine similarity based
serendipity measurement can be self-validating, there needs to be one other
metric to objectively measure the serendipity value among recommendations.
Luckily, as observed by the chemists, the crystals created by the successful
candidate reactions can be categorized into two groups: perovskite crystal,
which often appears red; and non-perovskite crystal, which often appears
yellow. Given that the recommendations can now be separated categorically,
recommendation serendipity can now be represented using Shannon entropy,
which, given a list of recommendationsR and a set of colors C = {red, yellow},
can be formulated as

E(R) =
∑
c∈C
−p(c) · log2 p(c) (4.11)
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where E(R) ∈ [0, 1], and p(c) is the in-sample percentage of color c. The
more balanced the colors are among recommendations, the higher the entropy
is, the more diverse and serendipitous the recommendations are. In other
words, as the difference between p(red) and p(yellow) approaches 0, Shannon
entropy of the recommendation list E(R) approaches its maximum value of 1,
which means that the recommendations are highly diverse and surprising.

Experiment Procedure

Similar to the offline experiment stage, the first part of the live experiments will be
conducted as follows:

1. First, initialize the recommender system by providing the input grid as de-
scribed in the data section: all successful phase 1 reactions using all sixteen
training/cross-validation amines and three testing amines drawn from a uni-
form random distribution will be used as observed reactions. Meanwhile, only
the top two thousand phase 3 reactions of the live-experiment amine with the
highest predicted success probability are considered candidate reactions.

2. Then, set up the optimization formula by picking an α value and a λ1 value
selected at the end of the offline experiment stage. The weight on serendipity
within the recommendation list itself (inner-list serendipity), λ2, should equal
1− λ1. The serendipity measurement form, selected at the end of the offline
experiment stage as well, will be the same across all experiments.

3. Next, calculate all pair-wise serendipity between each observed reaction and
each candidate reactions, as well as serendipity between every two candidate
reactions. Similar to the offline stage, the serendipity values of the observed-
candidate pairs will be normalized using a different min-max scaler from those
of the candidate-candidate pairs before recommendations.

4. Once all serendipity values are obtained, run the greedy algorithm provided in
section 3.1.3 to recommend twenty candidate reactions.

5. Finally, the recommendations will be evaluated for their percentages of suc-
cessful recommended reactions, overall serendipity values, and dual-objective
quality scores without normalization.
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As for the second part of the live experiments, compare the proposed framework
against random selections and accuracy-focused recommender system framework as
follows:

1. Select the set of twenty recommendations with the highest dual-objective
quality score as the best recommendation set.

2. Select the top twenty candidate reactions with the highest predicted success
probabilities to simulate recommendations from an accuracy-focused recom-
mender system.

3. Randomly select a full plate of 96 candidate reactions as a random guessing
baseline.

4. Evaluate all three sets of recommended reactions for their 1) percentages
of successful reactions, 2) overall serendipity of successful reactions using
the measurement form selected in the offline stage, and finally, 3) Shannon
entropy based serendipity of successful reactions.
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5
Results

5.1 Offline Experiment Results

As a quick recap of the offline experiment process, the recommender system is
provided with the same successful phase 1 reactions of the sixteen training/cross-
validation amines as observed reactions, and three different sets of phase 1 reactions
of the three different testing amines as candidate reactions. The parameters selected
to configure the optimization formula are: two serendipity measurement forms,
which are Euclidean distance based and cosine similarity based; twenty α values
in the range of (0, 1] with a consistent interval of 0.05; and 21 λ1 values, i.e. the
weight on inter-list serendipity with respect to observed reactions, in the range of
[0, 1] with a consistent 0.05 interval as well.

Overall, there are 840 sets of parameters and 3 different input grid as recommenda-
tion catalog, which equates to a total of 2520 different offline experiments. In each
experiment, 20 candidate reactions are recommended and first evaluated for their
percentages of successful recommended reactions (i.e., reactions rated 4), and over-
all serendipity, which includes both the inter-list serendipity and inner-list serendipity
weighted by the set-specific parameters, λ1 and λ2. Once all offline experiments are
completed and evaluated, 420 sets of recommendations selected from each input
grid will then be evaluated again using dual-objective quality score, a combined
metric of both success percentage and serendipity normalized separately.

To visualize the result, the values of each evaluation metric for the input grid of each
amine and each of the two serendipity forms will be presented using a 2-D scatter
plot, where the axes represent different α and λ1 values. The evaluation value is
then used as the color density of each point. The higher the evaluation result is,
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the brighter it will appear on the corresponding graph. To facilitate the validation
process, the three graphs of the three different input grid using the same evaluation
metric and the same serendipity measurement are then stacked on top of each other
to select the proper α and λ1 value for the live experiment stage.

Below are the graphs of dual-objective quality scores created by stacking the cor-
responding graphs from each input grid using cosine similarity based (fig 5.1)
and Euclidean distance based (fig 5.2) serendipity measurement. As mentioned
in the previous paragraph, the best α and λ1 values should create the brightest
points, which means that the parameter combination can best balance between
recommendation accuracy and serendipity. For cosine similarity based serendip-
ity measurement, the best α values are in between 0.05 and 0.20, whereas the
best λ1 value are in between 0 and 0.1. Similarly, for Euclidean distanced based
measurement, the highest evaluation values cluster around α ∈ [0.35, 0.60], with
λ1 ∈ [0.0, 0.1].

Fig. 5.1.: Combined dual-objective recommendation quality score of all three amines, using
cosine similarity based serendipity measurement.
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Fig. 5.2.: Combined dual-objective recommendation quality score of all three amines, using
Euclidean distance based serendipity measurement.

One interesting observation here is that regardless of the serendipity measurement
form, the inter-list serendipity coefficient, λ1, works best when it’s near 0. It’s
worth noting that with a low λ1 value comes a high λ2 value, the weight on inner-
list serendipity among the recommendations. Hence, one explanation can be that
with the recommender system always selecting a proper starting point with high
serendipity against the observed data as its first recommendation, a higher λ2 value
will lead to a higher inner-list serendipity value from the first recommended reaction,
which can space the subsequent recommendation away from both the existing
recommendation and the observed data as well.

So with the parameter ranges determined, the question now becomes: which one of
the two serendipity forms is better? The recommendation serendipity values have
nearly identical distributions for both measurement forms (see fig A.2 and A.4 in
appendix), and the recommendation success percentages for both measurements
peak at the same value as well (see fig A.1 and A.3 in appendix).

However, Euclidean distance based serendipity measurement is the better option
for two reasons. For one, the scores in the figures above are comparable as success
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percentages and serendipity values are both normalized to the same range regardless
of the serendipity form. In figure 5.2, the peak dual-objective quality score is
around 2.37, whereas the peak dual-objective score in figure 5.1 is only about
1.48. This means that compared to cosine similarity based form, Euclidean distance
based serendipity can more effectively boost the recommendation serendipity while
maintaining nearly identical recommendation accuracy.

The second reason is much more subtle. The bright area in figure 5.2 is larger than
that of figure 5.1, which means that recommender system using Euclidean distance
based serendipity is less sensitive to the parameter setup than the same system using
cosine similarity based serendipity. This means that using the former serendipity
form will be more likely to provide desirable recommendations even if the α and λ
values are not the most optimal.

In conclusion, Euclidean distance based serendipity is a better measurement form
than cosine-similarity based serendipity. And with that, the best α values should
be in the range of [0.40, 0.60], while the best λ1 value should be in the range of
[0.0, 0.1].

5.2 Live Experiment Results

Based on the results obtained from the offline experiments, the parameters selected
for the live experiment stage are: Euclidean distance based serendipity as serendipity
measurement form; five different α ∈ {0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60} for weights on
recommendation relevance; and three different λ1 ∈ {0.00, 0.05, 0.10} for weights on
serendipity with respect to observed reactions. With 15 different sets of parameters,
the proposed recommender system provided 300 reactions for recommendations, 45
of which are unique. As a quick recap, these 15 sets of recommended reactions are
evaluated for their percentages of successful reactions, serendipity of all reactions,
and dual-objective quality scores that combine both metrics at the same time. In the
end, one set of 20 recommended reactions with the highest dual-objective quality
score will be selected to compare with a set of 96 randomly selected reactions and a
set of 20 reactions with the highest predicted probability.
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As presented in figure 5.3, recommended reactions provided by the recommender sys-
tems using α ∈ {0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55} and λ1 = 0.1 have the highest dual-objective
quality score of around 1.0219. These sets of recommended reactions are able to
maintain a 70% success percentage (see figure A.6) while achieving a serendipity
value of around 0.32, only 1% lower than the peak serendipity value obtained from
the 15 sets of recommended reactions (see figure A.5). Since all 4 sets of the best
recommendations are the same, for simplicity, α = 0.5 and λ1 = 0.1 are chosen as
the best recommendation parameters for the comparison study.

Fig. 5.3.: Dual-objective recommendation quality score of stage 2 recommended reactions.

After the best set of recommended reactions is selected, it is then compared to
a set of 96 randomly selected candidate reactions as baseline, and a set of 20
reactions with the highest predicted success probability from PLATIPUS to simulate
the recommendations from an accuracy-focused recommender system. All three sets
of reactions are evaluated for their percentages, Euclidean distance based serendipity
values, and Shannon entropy based serendipity values of successful reactions. The
results are presented in figure 5.4.
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With the added serendipity objective, the proposed recommender system is able
to achieve an Euclidean based serendipity value of 0.3302, beating 0.1165 of the
randomly selected reactions and 0.0034 of the top 20 PLATIPUS predicted reactions.
At the same time, the percentage of successful recommended reactions is 70%,
outperforming the 30% success percentage of PLATIPUS predicted reactions, and
28% of the randomly selected reactions.

Fig. 5.4.: Reaction evaluation comparison among randomly selected 96 reactions, top 20
PLATIPUS predicted reactions, and best set of 20 recommended reactions.

Finally, we now move on to the Shannon entropy based serendipity values and
its corresponding analysis on the crystal colors. As a quick reminder, the crystals
produced by the successful candidate reactions using the amine selected for the live
experiment can be distinguished by two colors: red and yellow. Red indicates a
Perovskite crystal, and yellow indicates a non-Perovskite crystal. For chemists, the
red Perovskite crystals are generally more favorable. Given this color distinction,
the recommendation serendipity can be represented using Shannon entropy of
the produced crystal colors as labels. Table 5.1 and figure 5.5 show the color
compositions of each set of successful reactions. Note that some crystals from the
randomly selected reactions appear both red and yellow. For consistency, these
crystals are counted once for each color.

Crystal Color Count of Successful Reactions
Red Yellow Total

Randomly Selected 21 16 37

From PLATIPUS Predictions 6 0 6

From Recommender System 12 2 14

Tab. 5.1.: Crystal color counts of the successful reactions.
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Out of the successful randomly selected reactions, 21 of them were able to produce
red Perovskite crystals, while the remaining 16 crystals are yellow non-Perovskite
crystals. The percentage of Perovskite crystals, as shown in figure 5.5, is around
57%, which is why the entropy based serendipity value is near 1. This percentage
is reasonable given that the reactions are randomly selected. For the successful
reactions of the PLATIPUS top predictions, all crystals produced are red Perovskite
crystals. Hence, the entropy based serendipity value is 0. Meanwhile, out of the
fourteen successful recommended reactions, there are 12 Perovskite crystals and 2
non-Perovskite crystals, which leads to a serendipity value of 0.5917.

Fig. 5.5.: Crystal color analysis of randomly selected 96 reactions, top 20 PLATIPUS
predicted reactions, and best set of 20 recommended reactions.

Overall, the proposed recommender system is proven to be a significant improve-
ment over both random selections and accuracy-based recommender systems, as it
manages to achieve a 70% success percentage and a 0.33 Euclidean distance based
serendipity value, both at least twice as much as the next highest in their own cate-
gories. And even though the entropy based serendipity value (0.5917) is not higher
than that of the random selections (0.9868), it is still significant that the proposed
recommender system is able to achieve a high percentage of desirable outcomes (i.e.,
red Perovskite crystals) with some diversities (i.e., yellow non-Perovskite crystals)
using only 20 reactions to start with.
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The most surprising observation during the live experiment stage is that the pro-
posed recommender system has a much higher success percentage and serendipity
value than PLATIPUS at the same time. As discussed in the previous sections, there’s
generally a trade-off between recommendation accuracy and beyond-accuracy ob-
jectives, which, in this case, is serendipity. To have a higher serendipity value, the
proposed recommender system would have to lower the weight on recommendation
accuracy/relevance, which should subsequently reduce the percentage of successful
recommended reactions.

One speculation would be that PLATIPUS is not able to provide accurate predictions
effectively, and therefore it is no better than random guessing. However, this is not
correct for two reasons. For one, compared to the randomly selected reactions, the
percentage of successful reactions using only PLATIPUS predictions (30%) is 6.69%
higher in figure 5.4. With the same underlying probability of selecting a successful
reaction, PLATIPUS is indeed an improvement from random guessing. The second
reason comes from the distributions of predicted success percentages. As presented
in figure 5.6 below, even though the predicted probabilities of the recommended
reactions is mostly lower than the probabilities of the predicted best reactions, the
difference is very minimal (<0.002). Combined with the high success percentage of
the recommended reactions, it is safe to say that the predicted probabilities from
PLATIPUS are not random guessing but indeed highly effective.

Fig. 5.6.: Kernel density estimation of predicted success percentage distributions for top 20
PLATIPUS predicted reactions and best set of 20 recommended reactions.
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Therefore, one logical speculation for this observation is that without the help of
serendipity objective, it is possible that PLATIPUS is indeed ranking the reactions
by their success probability. However, it is possible that the deep learning model
is more dedicated to picking one type of highly successful cluster of the candidate
reactions in the reaction vector space. As shown in figure 5.7, the top predicted
reactions from PLATIPUS are generally clustered around certain areas.

Fig. 5.7.: 3D scatter plots of top PLATIPUS predicted reactions (left, blue) and
recommended reactions (right, orange).

This can be further supported by table 5.1, where PLATIPUS was only able to provide
successful reactions that produce red Perovskite crystals. Given that the success
percentage of the Dark Reactions Project reactions is known to be fairly low, there
may only be one or two reactions that can be successful in a given cluster of ten
to twenty reactions PLATIPUS selected. In other words, PLATIPUS is capable of
knowing where in the reaction vector space is likely to have successful reactions, but
it can’t pinpoint the specific reactions for certain.

With the added serendipity objective, the recommender system is forced to explore
different clusters in the reaction vector space (see figure 5.7), thus increasing the
likelihood of finding the successful reactions in each different cluster. Limited by
time and the scope of this experiment, this is only a speculation. However, I am
certain that the correlation between the spatial properties and produced crystal
quality of these reactions can be an interesting and valuable topic to explore in the
future.
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6
Conclusion and Future Work

To resolve the "accuracy overloading problem" (Zhao and Lee 2016) and incorporate
beyond-accuracy objectives for scientific explorations, this paper presents a top-
K dual-objective recommender system designed to balance the recommendation
relevance and beyond-accuracy qualities simultaneously. After experimenting with
the framework by recommending chemical reactions for the Dark Reactions Project,
the proposed recommender system is proven to be a significant improvement over the
accuracy-focused recommendation framework, raising recommendation serendipity
from nearly 0 to 0.33 as well as recommendation accuracy from 30% to 70% at the
same time.

In addition to exploring the impact of serendipity on the Dark Reactions Project’s
reaction outcomes, there are several other directions that are worth exploring as
well. The first direction is to incorporate real-time human input into the existing
framework. In many situations such as movie recommendations, the user may
input their ratings of the recommendations in real time, which can then help the
recommender systems learn the user’s preference right away. Similarly, scientific
explorations may require adjustments every second as well. Therefore, incorporating
real-time human input and adjusting the weight parameter on serendipity with
respect to previous recommendations, λ3, can be a promising next step to further
improve the performance of the recommender system.

The second possible direction is to test out more complicated problem framework and
beyond-accuracy objectives. In the problem statement section above, many complex
ideas, such as using curiousness as a serendipity measurement, are introduced but
not fully presented. At the current moment, the analytical and computational costs
of these ideas do not match the potential benefits. However, these ideas can be
helpful or even more effective in other exploration contexts.
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Finally, the last potential direction is to extend the exploration problem to a continu-
ous search space setting. Unlike the Dark Reactions Project, many other domains,
such as space explorations, tend to have vast and continuous search spaces. To keep
utilizing the existing dual-objective framework, it is crucial to force the search space
to be discrete by cleverly selecting the appropriate candidates, since the number
of options is now infinite. However, candidate selections usually require a lot of
pre-processing, and it is very easy to add in some subjective assumptions about the
candidates by accident. These subjective assumptions may subsequently reduce the
recommendation quality, which can be costly in many scenarios.

The other way to design a recommender system for continuous search spaces is to
replace the proposed framework with a generative model presented in the literature
review section. The generative model, though complicated, should be able to
effectively decrease the space complexity with latent space representations, which
can be an interesting topic to explore for the future as well.
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A
Appendix

A.1 Additional Graphs from Offline Experiments

Fig. A.1.: Combined percentage of successful reactions of all three amines,
using Euclidean distance based serendipity measurement.
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Fig. A.2.: Combined serendipity value of all three amines, using
Euclidean distance based serendipity measurement.
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Fig. A.3.: Combined percentage of successful reactions of all three amines,
using cosine similarity based serendipity measurement.

(Note: all points in graph have the same evaluation value of 1.15.)
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Fig. A.4.: Combined serendipity value of all three amines, using cosine
similarity based serendipity measurement.
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A.2 Additional Graphs from Live Experiments

Fig. A.5.: Euclidean distance based serendipity value of stage 2 recommended reactions

Fig. A.6.: Percentage of successful recommended reactions in stage 2.
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A.3 Additional Tables from Live Experiments

Percentage of
Successful Reactions

Euclidean Distance
Based Serendipity

Shannon Entropy
Based Serendipity

Randomly Selected 28.12% 0.1165 0.9868

From PLATIPUS Predictions 30% 0.0034 0

From Recommender System 70% 0.3302 0.5917

Tab. A.1.: Live experiment evaluation results of 96 randomly selected reactions, 20 top
PLATIPUS predictions, and 20 recommended reactions.
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